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·,. .... Christian love to the outside world while remaining 
detached from it. 
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. Anthony B·enezet, · a convinced Quaker, could not be 
content with such limited service. His vocation was · 
teaching, to which he tirought an interest and vitality 
which should have left little time for other pursuits. 
Quite to the contra-ry, he brought equal enthusiasm to 
numerous projects •. Pacifism, anti-slavery, and temperance 
received as much attention as school reform. 
The three activities in~estigated in this paper 
illustrate the scope of Benezet's involvement and the 
degree to which he fulfilled the Quaker ideal. In the 
case of the Acadians, the government requested Benezet•s-
assis~ance. For over a decade he helped a group outside 
the Quaker community, and involved himself in contact with 
the government at a time when the Society had opted for 
political withdrawal. In aiding the Indians, ne assisted 
in a Quaker project, the Friendly Association, by con-
tributing and soliciting funds and by attending treaties • 
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tude of pamphlets, which were frequently reprinted and 
widely distribut.ed .. Personal letters went to anyone who · 
had political influence. 
Benezet, a practical man who understood the rea1·1t·1es 
of life, would not compromise his beliefs. Business 
success an·d fame were stumbling blocks .to a Christian, 
offering distractions from a ~odly life. The Friend he 
pictured lived h·1s life in simplicity and humility--as he lt· 
lived his own. Profession of faith and practice never 
contradicted one another in Benezet's life. His all-
encompassinij_ humanitarianism made Quaker "charity" too 
v~·-· --<,' . r 
...... ~ ,} 
restrictive. To him, acceptance of the Inner Light and 
the brotherhood of men implied greater obligations than 
' 
most mid-eighteenth century Quakers accepted. 
. ~ As Pennsyl..; ~, 
vania Quakers faced the dilemma of defining their role in 
_........_ _______
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the new government, they discovered the way to useful 
'service through the example of such Friends as Anthony 
Benezet who could not be content with passivity and whose 
love for mankind transcended the Society's bounds. 
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ever, not always the case. Early Quakers in England -
and America, being ch111ast1c,as we.re most dissenting 
group~_, believed that theirs was the only true religion 
and that in the near future all peoples would eagerly 
•\l .. 
-
embrace it. Consequently, their immediate concern was 
maintaining the purity oi'· their sect. Generally, they 
-
served the outside world only by providing an example of,{ . 
... 
lo·ve within their own community. As it became apparent 
that ,no mass conversion was imminent, the ·society of 
Friends faced a dilemma. Should they cuntinue their 
internally-oriented concern, OF did they have some active 
obligation to the outside world? A polioy of isolation 
meant becoming a small inconsequential-seet with no 
relevance beyond their own community. 
The essence of Quakerism was belief in the Inner 
Light, which was not merely one•s conscience but a divine 
light which God placed in·all men. Anyone who looked 
within himself "with a sincere desire to know and practice 
his duty" would find a guiding light "illuminating his 
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·understanding and assisting him to· distingu1s·h -good· from· · .:., · · ·f 
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- evil." .A logical 
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. J-1 ike Calvinists who accepted 11mited grace, Friends I 
. . } . . . 1 
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· · · morality in free grace, Which would lead men to godly· · ··· · I 
lives in this world. ·Further, Quakers contended that 
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Christians should· continually seek their own and· society I s 
perfection even though impossible to attain. Finally, 
Quakers emphas~zed that God continually revealed His Will . ;, 
; 
.... 
., 
.:~. 
to those who sought it·. They accepted Old and New Testa-
ments as divinely inspired, but the Bible was by no. 11\eans 
( 
-
final. These writings were s-ubordinate to the "11·ght and 
spirit of God, which is the primary rule. 111 
Quakers based their rel~gious form, the Meeting, on 
the New Testament idea that worship did not occur at a 
specific time or place, but wherever and whenever believers 
gathered. Quaker worship was simple, lacking ritual and 
formal clergy. Friends needed no Sacraments because 
I 
i 
. ~ 
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11 renovation of the heart" indi9c1ted ____ re_gene __ ration; __ the~YY----------,-. --· 
1For information in this paragraph see: William 
Wistar Comfort, The Quakers: A Brief Account of Their 
Influence on Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania History Studies, 
No. 2 (Gettysburg, Pa., 1948), 4-8; Sydney V. James, 
A People Among Peoples: Quaker Benevolence in Ei~hteenth 
~entury America (Cambridge, Mass., 1963), 1-22, 1 3-5; 
and Anthony Benezet, A Short Account of the People Called 
~uakers ... (1st edn., Philadelphia, 1780), 11 . 
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• -~~-~~ so inspired could address the congregation 
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or moved thereto ... and as such pe~-severe therein, to the satisfaction of the congregation, they are recommended as gospel ministers. 
,••,l. 
Such ministers, of course, receive~ no monetary compensa-
tion; nor did they need a formal edt~'a-tio~, for ·it is 
11 the spirit of God, which is the Qn~y infallible.teacher." 'i ) ' . . I 
\ Also, Quakers did not discriminate ·.against women,_ 
·believing that "there is a general dispensation of 
"2 .. Divine Grace, alike to maite and fema,le . 
• • • 
Ideally, religious discipline would be unnecessary 
because each member had a two-fold responsibility or 
service to God and his fellow members. Given human 
frailties, however, some formal structure was required 
to relieve indigent members and counsel the wayward. In 
implementing Quaker beliefs, the inherent democratic 
elements of the Inner Light became apparent. Rather than 
-basing decisions on majority rule, however, they sought 
unanimity through a search for Truth. For this reason, Quakers could not easily turn the Meeting into a political 
2Ib1d., 16, 18. 
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resulted in insufferable inactivity. 
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souls in Gpd was easily equated with the visible church 
as-exemplified by Monthly and Yearly Meetings. In the 
seventeenth century, Friends believed,~God had filled 
faithful men and women with the spirit of Truth which 
. . ~ . -
they were to perpetuate. During their first century,· 
Quakers expected every crisis to signal the millenium. 
Since they anticipated immediate success, they had to 
remain a pure conununity. Consequently, they neglected 
education, poor relief, and similar functions which the 
Church had traditionally performed for its people. This 
unrealistic attitude initially-characterized all dissent-
ing groups.3 
By the end of the seventeenth century persecution 
of English Quakers had subsided, and they were resigned 
to being an isolated, minor sect. Colonial Friends 
accepted this role, too, even in Pennsylvania. Given 
the opportunity to implement their ideas, Pennsylvania 
Quakers had consciously kept church and state separate 
3sydney V. James, "The Impact 
tion on Quakers• Ideas about Their 
Mary Quarterly, XIX (1962), 360-2. 
People, 3. 
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because Penn intended that all people, re~ardless of their 
-__ beliefs, be welcomed to his colony. As Quakers found 
_
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By 1760, they r·elinquished political control of their 
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response, which began in the early eighteenth century and 
evolved during the next several decades was Quaker 
-"charity, 11 involving mutual aid and surveillance. It also . 
. included activities of Monthly Me·etings· at\d virtuous 
Quakers justified charity on the basis of the past--
charity was an aspect of the ancient church--and on 
experience--without charity, they had discovered, men 
fail to do good. Despite the Inner Light, men might err. 
The Meeting, therefore, must help each individual member 
maintain virtuous conduct. The relationship among members 
was compared to a family with elders and overseers 
. acting as parent~. 
To many Quakers, the family was the basic unit of 
' Quaker worship, but ,it quickly became obvio·us that 
parents did not always teach and discipline as they should. 
Therefore, responsibility was passed to the Meetings. The 
family concept also permeated mutual aid. The Meeting 
4For more information on this concept, see: Sydney V. James, 11 Q,uaker 'Charity I Before the American Revolu-tion," Friends Historical Association, Bulletin, L (1961), 82-95. Also his book, People, especially Chapter II, 23-43. 
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. took th~- father's place if no other relatives could care ' ' 
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f'or the· poor .. ;···· ·orphaned, or disabled. Since orpha·ns, 
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L persecutions were not responsible for .their distress, 
they·· must be aided. 
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religious groups to do the same, while .civil government · 
performed those functions relating t.o .soqiety as a whole. 
Meetings.\ disciplined members as parents were expected to 
discipline children. They did not expel members without 
giving them every chanc~ to discover Truth, Just as , .. 
parents would not lightly disown children. It was 
believed that the~e were definite signs of regeneration, 
and -any wayward Friend who showed the beginning signs 
would receive help. He would be encouraged to fight his 
will and worldly temptations and to emphasize the 1nd1-
vidual religious experience. .. 
Charity, of course, limited the hope of reforming 
the ·world. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
individuals performed humanitarian acts, not the Society. 
Although the Society would aid persons who had no "people" 
to care for them, it served others mostly through the 
example of love among its members. Some Friends allowed 
this love to spill over into outside crusades against 
war and slavery, but generally Quakers remained apart 
because they wanted to protect the Society against outside 
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_Society faced the same dilemma which confronted Puritans. 
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Since both groups considered regeneration essential, they· 
had to modify their-position in order to ensure survival. 
The Puritan clergy resolved the problem with the Half-
·Way Covenant which granted membership to unregenerate 
.... . 
children if they professed their faith •. Stich members 
cou.i<t. n_ot receive the Lord's Supper or vote in church 
c~-:.: 
election~; but on their profession of faith, their 
children could be baptized.· In 1699 the Brattle Street 
Church liberalized the Half-Way Covenant when it declared 
that public confession was unnecessary and offered all 
believers full membership. 
Quakers, on the other hand, ensured continuance of 
the Society through "birth rightism," automatic member-
. 
ship to children of members. Birth rightism received 
formal acceptance by English Friends in 1737·. Although 
colonial Meetings did not officially recognize it, the 
concept had gained general ~cceptance by 1755. Done 
·.-/ 
partly out of parental affection and partly to ensure 
growth of membership, the practice weakene~ the Society 
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and personal religious experience was unnecessary ... ·· The 
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. contradictions in thet1r beliefs. In 1755 non-Quakers 
claimed that Quaker pacifi~m threatened Pennsylvania's 
1 
s·ecurity. Some Quaker~ .di~ not want to give up political 
influence', but intimations that Parliament might legis-
late against them helped change their minds. With the 
. resignation of Quaker assemblymen in 1756, the Holy 
Experiment ended after maintaining "peace, liberty, and 
well being116 for seventy-five years. 
To Philadelphia Quakers, this calamity was caused 
by their erring ways, so they began an internal reform 
•-1· •• J 
by attacking birth rtghtism, the decline in religious 
fervor, and the increase in worldliness. Discipline 
became stricter, with punisl1.ment for marrying out of 
meeting, ostentatious dress, and any intemperance. Many 
.... .. . . 
·, ,":.':'-.'.•·:·.:'.:.,'·"';,:\ 
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·~ ... 5Perry Miller, The New England Mind: From Colony 
to Province (Cambridge, Mass., 1953), 93-104, 240-7, 
254-5; James, People, 71; James, "·Quaker Ideas,i~ 364; 
and Allen C. Thomas and Richard H. Thomas, A History of 
the Society of Friends in America (Philadelphia, ·18§5}, 
240. 
6Freder1ck B. To11es, 11 The Twilight of the Holy 
Experimen_ t: A Contemporary View { 11 Friends Historical 
Association, Bulletin, XLV (1956J, 33. 
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., -·- regulat·ions were instituted which the next generation 
assumed were-original Quaker practices. - Another move 
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impcove church organization while at·the same time 
all-owing--but·not necessarily encouraging--individual acts 
. 
of humanitarianism. This still did not resolve basic con-
tradictions or work out a satisfactory relationship with 
the civil community. To. be ac-tivists. or passivists--this-
decision they still had to make. 
The American Revolution caused new problems. 
Advocaqy of popular sovereignty aroused hostilities 
' 
against Quakers because of their reluctance to.become 
involved in public life. In England they had lived as a 
community apart. The Revolutionaries could not accept 
this because their idea of government centered around 
the people. American ~uakers were expected to take an 
active interest in government and public life. Since 
---~----~- -- - · --- - ----- --- . -- - - - - . - - ·-- -- -- - - -- - ·- -------
they did not, their loyalties were suspect. Again they 
reacted by trying to purify their sect. They rationalized 
that greater Quaker solidarity would aid the. new American 
nation. They placed renewed emphasis on i1rhh tightism and 
self-consciousness and encouraged uniformity among Meet-
ings so that a Quaker could be easily recognized by his 
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subscri:tftion to a common bo~y of beliefs. ~ce their 
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. beliefs prevented participation in war an4. political life, 
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While placing reueted emphasis on _the Inner Light, . 
. ,,,: 
Although they still felt that God revealed His Will, they 
-------- ____ .... 
no longer looked to large-scale conversions. People in 
other denominations could also know Truth. Each person 
had to choose the way which would satisfy his particular 
inclination. After the Revolution Quakers strove to pre-
serve the solidarity of their sect, but they also helped 
the whole community. By keeping each aspect separate, 
they no longer feared contamination; nor did they antici-
pate general conversion. This distinction was found in 
their education, where they generally maintained separate 
schools for Quaker children and for the~ public poor. 
'I Their work among the Inc;iians and Blacks was not to make 
them Quakers. They did,not proselytize, but simply served 
the community.7 
- .J 
---r:n·· ret respect, Quaker humanitarianism seemed inevitable 
,/ \ 
J 
until one considers the Mennonites and other German pietis-
tic sects. Given Quaker belief in the Inner Light and the 
brotherhood of all men, the inclination was there; but 1t 
7 For the above information, see: James, 11~uakers' 
Ideas, 11 375-82. 
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had to be nurtured. The spirit of the times encouraged 
Quaker-a to be both Friends ·anq citizens, and individual 
· · · .· Friends; dis.contented with passivity_,. showed fell-ow 
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Little is known of Anthony Bene.zet 's early life. • > \, 
He was born on January 31, 1713 in St. Que~t +n, · Fran(?_~~-------- __ • • ,, __ ,,._ J •• ----· 
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.. _ t.o J~an Etienne and Judith Benezet; we-11.;.to~do ··1renc~ -. -· - " - ••. ····------ .d 
- •',•.'- -. 
,' 
• Hu~nots, who found life increasingly difficult after 
revocation of the Edict. of Nantes in 1685. Tbeir estate 
was conf~scated in 1715, and they sought _refuge else-
where. They .escaped to Rotterdam with their three 
children; after six months there, they sailed fo~ England 
'where they arrived-on August 26, 1715. During hi~ 
fifteen years in England, Jean Etienne became a success-
ful merchant, as witnessed by his ability upon migrating 
later to America to buy 1,000 acres and a brick house. 
He, his wife, and their seven children arrived in Phila-
delphia in Nevember 1731. 
While in England Jean Etienne had joined the Society 
of Friends; and shortly after settling in America, he 1 
and Anthony were recogn~zed as members of the Philadelphia 
Monthly Meeting. Twelve years later the elder Benezet 
left the Friends and became a Moravian. 
In 1735 Anthony Benezet was naturalized as a British 
citizen; in May of the following year he married Joyce 
Marriott, a Quaker from Burlington, New Jersey. They 
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.: ... had two children, both ·or whom died in infancy . 1: During . 
these yeans Benezet tried to match the business success· 
•,-;\ '.. . ' ' ' ., ' '' ' . '' ' ' ' ' .. ,,,' ., .,. . ..... , ......... -.. , .................... ' ....... ., ... -: ........ , ..... --------=~---. __,,.....--;.--~--i _of _ _his _fatbe.p and-three· yo~ger_s,~~tners:_~ __ Wi th1-_n·-=-~-~rt~-:~·. ___ __,________-'-1 time---arte_r~·tne·:tr,·,ar-rl val in Philadelphia, James, ,Ph11-1p, · 
and Daniel operated a prosperous import-export company. 
···--··· --- ·--- •.• -- ''J,-_;. ________ ., ...... ----···-··-. -~-.. ~""'-:-~-----~---
- . ""'""" .. '·-··· - ·-- --- - . ' 
. ' ~ ' 
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----~'-,,------------.-· -· ..:-----~-- --·A·nthohy -- estabiis-hed some t-rade with Friends· in Nantueke·t 4 . ., ' --· ' .... _- ~ ... · ....... ·. - -·,· -· . . .. . . '--
' . 
and Newport, exchanging their ca.ndles and oil for dry 
. 
. goods, chocolate, and books. His attempt in 1739 to set· 
up a manufacturing business in Wilmington, Delaware 
failed within six months. His aature simply did not suit 
him for a business career. Consequently, he did not take 
advantage of opportunities available in the New World to· 
become wealthy. As he indicated in a letter~ "I find 
being much amongst the buyer and seller rather a snare 
to me, as I am of a free, open disposition. I had rather 
be otherwise employed, and more retired and quiet. 112 
\ 
He found such employment when he began teaching at 
the Germantown School in 1739. During this time he also 
read proof for Christopher Sauer, the German pr~nter. 
Three years later he accepted a position teaching English 
at the Friends' Public School of Philadelphia, later 
~ 
. 
1George S. Brookes, Friend Anthony Benezet (Phila-delphia & London, 1937), 27; Mary, born August 21, 1737 and died July 12, 1738; and Anthony, born June 16, 1743, and died June 22, 1743. 
2Friends Miscellan¥, Vol. III, No. 3, Tenth Mo., 1832, as quoted by Brookes, 26. 
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· known as the William Penn Charter School. ~ For. twelve 
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. . years h~--"taught eight ho~rs a day, five· days a .week ~nd 
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Unable to remain inactive, he began teaching in- a 
:,··' 
. 
p ' 
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Society of Friends provided the building, fuDnishings, 
and supplies, the school's success is undoubtedly 
attributable to Benezet•s enthusiasm.-3 The sessions, 
held only in the morning, had basic courses as well as· 
. elementary French and Latin, and compared favorably with 
' 
schools for young men. After one year Benezet•s health 
·again forced him to resign. 
In the 'following year he became overseer of the • 
•'-public schools and a manager of the Pennsylvania Hospital 
in Philadelphia. Despite these activities, he felt that 
his most useful service was teaching. When the opportunity 
arose to return to the girls' school in 1757, he gladly 
accepted it. Ill health again forced Benezet to resign 
. . 
in 1766. He and his wife moved to Burlington, New 
Jersey, her former home. 
\ 
During this retirement he devoted himself to writing 
an anti-slavery pamphlet, A Caution and Warning to Great 
-
Britain • • • • After nine months he returned to Phila-
delphia and opened a morning school for poor girls, 
3Roberts Vaux, Memoirs of the Life of Anthony Benezet (Philadelphia, 1817), 7; Brookes, 37. 
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wher.e he continued until 1782 when he turned his full 
·_ atte.ntion to the Neg.ro school· which he had helped ·esta~i~~h~•- __ 2 _________ _ , ------·-• -
'I 
-.-_,_,,.,.,-.. ..... h',..•·•··~·~,,~a•••.,••;o·,·• 
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,_ ____ ..... --,.;..1-t• __ ____,------.~--'-"_...... un·t:tl his _death two years later he served as --its head-
·. master. 
. .,_ 
Benezet 's interest in education wen-t beyond teaching;· ,--·-"'"""-. . 
---"----~--'--~77.1 
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·.. . 
·····-·--•->-~ .. ·-·····-·····----··----
-----------_______;.~--·· ~·· -· - -· he-- ·,wan:ted --to -extend· -e·duca·t·1ona:1· -oppo-rt;-ti.rfities ·· to all · ~: __ ·;. 
children and improve the quality of education In a ...... __ '' /''-
time when strict discipline measured a good teacher, . . -
Benezet tempered instruction with kindness; persuasic,n, 
he felt, aided learning better than the rod. He encouraged· 
Fr1ends-t6 establish schools and to concern themselves 
. , 
with the quality of instruction received by their children. 
This was not easy because colonial Quakers were not ·1· -
generally interested 1nj'ormal educat1on. 4 They estab-
lished no colleges prior to 1·833; and before the 1740' s 
. ., 
they exhibited little concern with elementary education • 
... 
. Moral and vocational training could be obtained outside 
the classroom. Unlike Puritans, Quakers had no formal 
·---
----c ··- ;-·--
.• ·-••• -. 
clergy who needed higher education, making colleges 
' 
,· 
unnecessary. For ;Quakers the training a child receiv~9, ________ . 
in his home was most important; also significant was 
guidance by church elders and overseers. The school 
master played a role subordinate even to the master 
craftsman who directed apprentices.. Although education 
4-rrhe information on Quaker educational attitudes ·is found primarily in James, People, Chapter IV. 
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·- -- . was. not considered· essential to Quaker religious· life., 
-they co.nt1nued in a modified form the educational function ' . 
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- 'traditionally performed by the Chul'<!h because of the .. 
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-In the early eighteenth century, Meetings tried ~ ~ 
•. • ._ . -·-
- - • ' ~ • L r ------ •- ·-·--- ... ~:··.~~~ .. :.~~-~--~~=--·-~ .. ~-~~=~:~~- . .· --~~--_;-~-· ..-·· ,:_ _____ ~~---~-~----·------~-~~=-~- ---C.~-=---·~=:~va:riou~--:methods 'tcf ·encourage cihi.idren a·i-bng rel+,gious· 
·/, . 
' I 
;r 
paths. Youth Meetings., which presented young ~uakers 
" 
•; with suggestions for virtuous behavior, were held four 
times a year. Unfortunately, their infrequency limited 
their impact. ·. Many Meetings set up libra-ries to encourage 
yqung people to read, but these too failed. 
By 1750, the Mee~1ngs realized that parents were 
not providing moral training at home or selecting quali~ 
fied school masters. The Society,_ therefore, put schools 
under the jurisdiction of the Meetings. This decision 
was encouraged by agitations/··. of the Great Awakening in 
the 1740 1s, during which other denominations established 
their own schools. Quakers realized they must do the ·. ·:: 
same for self-preservation. Also, with acceptance of 
birth rightism, formal education had many advantages. It 
could instill Quaker values into children who were . . 
:_. ,Quakers only by accident of birth. The main concern, 
however, remained schools for orphans and the poor, an 
aspect of charity. For these children moral training was 
especially important since they did not have a normal 
family life to provide a solid religious background. 
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· -A·lthough education _came under the Juriidiction Of· 
. · .. ·the: Meetings· in the.1750's, .progress was:.slow. . . : . 
-- -- - - --.-, .. ~ ----~~-..-- . -~- -·- _.,.,,. -- ~ -·--·-
In· 1777, . · 
-----...,.-----
. 
. 
---------- . .,_, ____ ·-' --- ----·--------- .... ,- .. 
-· ·---·--tiie ___ Plii_i.acieiphia Yearly Meeting appoint.ed. a conu,iitte_e of~....:..~'---~,_....,._..._·--:--1~·. ~~ . . "--~ . - -------~-- --~----~- ,-~------~--r;------·- - _:_ __ ~ ~J--- --- -- -~~---;- -----~~---'-··-~ -- ~...a.-·--~ .~·~-~------.--fourteen, ·with Anthpnyr Benezet as chairman, to evaluate 
"C" 
Th~ results of this investi-
~r--··-·--· . -~-----··-----·····-··- -~----.--:..;,---·'--' -,------: .. 
. - .)- ---- --- - - -
. their educational system. :; 
--. -~-. 
- ~----
----·,-·····.······· "~-----,=- ··-~------~---.. ~--ga·t:-1on··were···"pt1bl-ished as Some .Obse·rvations Relati·n·g to· 
t 
the Establis,J'unent of Schools. The committee's main con·-
./ 
. ·/- cern was that incompetent teachers meant improper ir1-,1 ) 
'\ . . struction. They discovered that Yearly Meeting Minutes 
., 
~ince 1750 indicated a deep concern with obtaining com-
petent instructors and had recommended a fixed income 
' to remunerate teachers for instructing a certain .number .... 
of students. Little had been done about implementing 
these suggestions, so the committee repeated them along 
with additional ones. Each Monthly Meeting should collect 
money to establish and conduct schools. Also, each 
Quarterly Meeting should send an annual progress report 
to the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. The school acreage 
should include a garden, orchard, grazing area, house, 
and stable. This, plus a fixed income, would attract 
"a staid person with a family, who will be likely to 
remain a considerable time, perhaps his whole life. 
• • • 
Such provisions would eliminate the necessity of hiring a 
single person who oftentimes was of dubious character and 
5Anthony Benezet, et al., Some Observations Relating to the Establishment of Schools (Philadelphia, 1778), 1. 
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God's service. 
Benezet concluded that a need existed for a primer •..r. 
arranged to make bo;th teaching and learning easy and 
l. 
pleasan-t. His first attempt was A First Book for Children, -
- ,published in Philadelphia in 1778. It began with the 
alphabet., continued with simple syllables, and moved' to 
--
. 
more complex ones. Practical application was provided in sentences which gradually became more difficult as the 
student learned more advanced syllabl~. The essence of 
most of these sentences was, of course, a moral or -- . 
religious thought. 
• In the same year he published the Pe~nsylvania \ Spelling-Book, an expanded version of the first publication. The second edition, published in 1779, was much enlarged 
and improved .. The preface outlined Benezet's educational 
-
' 
' t.. 
philosophy. ~he book's purpose was to make teaching and 
-~ ' learning easier and more enjoyable. The exercises 
emphasized repetition because through thirty years.of 
experience he had discovered that short lessons repeated 
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are more effec-tive than. lohg lesson·s · gone_ ove-r once. - He 
. ' 
also suggested quest,ion and answer dt!Jl~_.J'.9.r. y9yng_ ___ __:_:__;__-~..:..-.....----., __ ..::.-,..···_--
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· readers. He Justif'._!~JLJ!!QJ'.al.and,.religious-.jras-&ages ~- · .$-_-- _ 
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ad vanced students as a means" •.• to perfect the more 
.. --·· 
,. • • \ •• L 
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· gr.own scholars in g99g ... :readi.ng.,.-as ... we.-11 as to excit_e ·1-n~----··--~-----~- · -----------·-"·f~ 
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of virtue." He also discussed the importance of qualified, 
devoted teachers, again stressing parental duty to such 
individuals. He was also unsparing in his criticism of 
"Modern· education 11 : 
... our sons are generally exhorted 
to improvement from principles of 
covetuousness or a desire of distinction. 
To accumulate wealth and shine in the 
eyes of the world are set before them as 
the most.desirable of objects.7 
As for girls, "whose right education is of the utmost 
importance to human life," Benezet lamented that they 
were encouraged to be overly concerned with dress and 
appearance in order to be "objects of admiration. 118 To 
._._ .; 
,..,1. ·'' ' ' 
eliminate these evils, he advised that children be taught 
proper motives: humility and self-denial·, and love and 
duty to God and their fellowmen. 
(2nd 6Anthony Benezet, The~Penns{lvania edn., Philadelphia, 1779), . 
7 Ibid., 5. ~ 
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Benezet · also communicat:ed his ideas on education 
to young· teachers and Friends interested·_ in improving 
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s·tudents with good 'princ.iples and a. "knowledge of ti1eir 
own language, & such other useful parts of learning· as 
their respective situation may make necessary," ·Benezet 
suggested penmanship, grammar, and practical arithmetic 
as basic courses. Af'ter master1ing these, students could 
a 
move on to mensuration, simple accounting, geography, and 
. 
· "such parts of history as may tend to give them a right 
idea of the corruption of the Human heart, the Dreadfull 
nature & effect of war " He saw no need to teach • • • • 
foreign languages because they would only distract students 
from simple thoughts and draw attention to worldly things. 
Durther, classical writers, for example, encouraged 
aggressive behavior by romanticizing war and heroism. 
,. Again, Benezet emphasized that lessons should be pleasant 
so that learning would not,be an ordeal: "these several 
instructions should be inculcated on a religious plan, in 
such a way as may prove a delightfull rather than painfull 
Favour both to teacher & pupils " • • • • 
When a s·chool master asked Benezet for some copy 
plates, Benezet reminded him that they were expensive 
%rookes, ,388-94. 
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-and recommended tha~ he make his.own, not only because_ 
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f 
man to practise his composition at every opportunity and . 
-
P'.rOgres~. · iiJ\.s thy province will Probably bei to teach 
youth, thou ought not to neglect any thing that may 
qualify thee for·that purpose." He emphasized the 
importance of proper discipline by encouraging students 
to read slowly and clearly. ·concerning the. schooi master's . . 
' 
personal 1.ife, Benezet ·advised him to "let it be thy 
h1 f t t k d God • II c e es concern o see an serve He admonished 
him to.ignore wealthy, proud men who had more than he 
did even though they completely disregarded God's teach-
ings. "True greatness," wrote Benezet," consists in 
hl:1Irlil1ty and favour with God." 
Benezet, though deeply involved in education, also 
took an active role in other affairs. Surprisingly, he 
brought as much enthusiasm to these various projects as 
to h~s vocation. Perhaps his vocation was larger than ; . •; 
- -being a teacher; it was serving God and his fellowmen to 
his fullest. There was nothing part-time about his 
commitment. He exerted all his energies to relieve 
human suffering through all means at hie disposal: giving 
lOBrookes, 208-11. 
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· 'his own blankets -to the needy, going from door to door 
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- of his day; Whenever he saw a cause to be espoused, he 
--, .. -- ---~--~--P- _. _ _ . ~-=-c-wrote ____ ab.o.u:t--1-t----wa:t:L, --sl-ave·ry·, · edu·c·atio.n·~· -·;1rrtemp¢~-~tj~9-e__!_ ___ ;~-. ____ .,... • .-- , ..•..... ~ .- ........ c. .• , .• -~ • C ' ' •• ~-- ' • ' '. '... • •••••••••·• • ••• • 
••••• ·:I· ---------,··· . --- ---· .. . ·······-----·------·---·:-- . ' - ·-:-t- ~ ------··--·--··- ' ------····- ........ ..,_ Benezet's pamphlet, A Short Account of the People 
-
Called.Quakers, provides an.insight into the undeflying 
,.. principles of his life. In addition to summarizing 
Quaker beliefs, it offers in capsule-form the i_deas. upon 
which Benezet elaborated in his other pamphlets. 11 
·Since he wrote this pamphlet for those who wanted to· 
1·earn more about Quakers,- he began with a brief history 
of seventeenth-century Englis·h Quakerism under George. 
Fox; he next enumerated the characteristics of a Friend: 
grave, sedate deportment, singular uprightness in their dealings; punctuality in the performances of their promises; a sparingn.es~ in dis-c.ourse; great temperance and frugality at their tables; and plainess and simplicity in their dress and behaviour.12 
He mentioned some customary practices which Quakers 
-,,-,---.,~----"-,----,,~ 
:.,,-----; 
_.··. -· -
··-· ~--' j-•-•••. --
avoided, such as doffing the hat, bowing, drinking toasts,-----------
--and taking oaths. Because worldly pursuits distracted 
,_ 
the mind from communion with God, Quakers should not· in-
dulge in dancing, theatre-going, or ,gaming and the like. 13 
llFor Benezet•s presentation of Quaker doctrine, see above, 2-4. 
12Short Account of the People Called Quakers, 4-5. 
l3Ib1d., 5. 
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' - . His brief p~ragraphs ·on war· summar~ized his attitudes 
I on that topic. He described war as "the sad effect of 
• -•'e-·-·- •' ...... , .... ,._ .. ,__, ••. ,.-,.,.....,.,..~, .. .,..,.. .... ~ .......... ,---"--"·-·-·--·-·· ___ • ..,,b .............. · .•... ~-.-,-.-,-,.~---- . ,,., .... ,,,..•. . . ,, ·:·· ,, . 
- . 
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.. ' the fall of ·man; a fall from meek·ness, purity, and love, 
-------~--_________,..~-.- __ ;;..... ____ '->.c----~~-----------'-"-·---"-1 
" criticized the argument that the" Old T,estament condoned 
_ ·---~----------------
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· 
· -w~r----oy-pcfinting out- that this negated Gospel teachings to · 
' ., 
,-
"love your enemies" and.l'to overcome evil with good." 
Quakers "canno~ cqn~ide·r .. v1c~or1es ·obtained by the destruc-
. "15 tion of men, as occasion for rejoicing .... 
. Benezet was, of course, greatly distressed by th•· 
\ I --French ·and Indian War an·d by the Revolutionary. War, 
especially because they were promulgated by- people claim-
ing to be Christians. In 1774, Benezet contacted by 
\ letter or in person all delegate~ to the Continental 
Congress to persuade them to try every means to avoid war. 
After war began in the following year, Benezet continued 
his efforts to bring peace. He had his first anti-war 
pamphlet, Thoughts on the Nature of War -(Philadelphia, 
1766), reprinted and sent copies of it to Frederick the 
Great of Prussia and Henry Laurens, President of the 
Continental Congress·. He .published several other pamphlets 
14rb1a., 12. 
15Ibid., 14. 
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' 
. ~ 
. containing discussions on war, alsO wide1Y·d1stributed ~ 16 
He used the. same basic a_rguments in all the pamphl,ets, 
·-··-··_·--·_···-__ · _ __.;_...............---namely---that---war'·-·is-··u·nchristiarr;·-·-unreas·on·ab·le, __ :a:na:. ·1nnuman-. · .. 
,_, 
. 
. As Governor·· Livingston of N~w Jersey commented, . "the argu-
a thousand times. 1117 Most people to ·whom he sent these 
. 
pamphlets could find no arguments agains~ what he wrote, 
. . 
' but they were trapped by situations in which they found · 
themselves and dismissed his ideas as noble but unrealistic 
sentiments. 
Hi-s discussion of Quaker attitudes on slavery was 
quite brief, giving no indication of the volumes which 
·-1 
~ 
-c~-, 
I ; he himself ha-d written on the topic.· In describing slavery 
1h 1 
. ~ as the greatest evil perpetuated by' Christians, he· · 
explained that the Society of Friends had required it& 
members to avoid the practice and to free any slaves they 
might possess, on threat of disownment. Quaker obligation, 
ideally, did not end here but included concern for the 
education and religious instruction of freed Negroes. 
Benezet mentioned none of the controversy which had preceded 
l6serious Reflections ... (Philadelphia, 1775; 
numerous editions); Serious Considerations on Several Important Subjects ... (Philadelphia, 177W; and also The Plainess and Innocent Simplicity of the Christian Religion .. ~Philadelphia, 1780: numerous editions). 
17vaux, 42. 
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.the Society's decisions, nor since he ~as ~oncerned in' 
. .. . 
n.eglect of ~he latter part of~_th~ir __ du~:y_~'--·- _ 
----~~,...:...:.----;---~----~ ...--,};!,.----·- ·----~-- ---.--. ----- -~ .. , -- ---· . ~~-- ' - -- .,.,- ... - -------- -,-
; . 
·" After detailing Quaker tenets, Benezet admitted- that . 
. he described an ideal Qua.~~:r_,· __ Those ___ wp.o .. wo.ul-d ~cr1-t1:c.i--1-ze-~-~-~---------· -~~~ .. ~_ ~--· · ___ ·, 
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Quakers ~or n9t adhering to ideals must take human frailty 
into account. The Friend he portrayed lived in simplicity 
and humility--as Benezet lived his own life~. As Chevalier 
" de Chastelleux remarked, "Mr. ];3enezet may rather be 
.p.·· 
- ~ 
re·garded as the model than as the specimen of the sect 
of Quakers, wh~lly occupied with the welfare of mankind. 1118 
Benezet•s wide range of interests may be seen in the 
variety of topics on _which he wrote. 1 He was, however, 
also a man of action. In the following chapters, three 
of Benezet•s activities will be used to illustrate the 
-· 
scope of his involvement and the degree to which he ful-
filled the Quaker ideal . 
• 
~ 
' . . 
.1 
18Brooke_s, 455. 
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·CHAPTER. III .. 
·Benezet.and the Acadians 
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l Utrecht in 1713, when France surrend~red Nova Scotia to I 
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Nova Scotia to nearby Cape Breton, promising ·them trans-. 
pc;>rtation, land, supplies, and tax exemptions, none of 
which materialized. After the Acadians realized they 1 · 
would have to stay in Nova Scotia, they adopted a neutral 
' position toward England. When George I ascended the 
throne '1n· 1714, Acadians avoided taking the traditional 
~ath of allegiance. Thej·pledged instead not tio d9 any-~ 
thing contrary to his Majesty's wishes. 
ness to swear unqualified allegiance aroused British 
indignation. The impasse continued for forty years, 
during which time tension mounted between the Acadians 
a~d the English. With renewal of Anglo-French hostilities 
in the 1750's, the situation became untenable. 
In 1754 the Privy Council informed Governor ·charles 
Lawrence that the Acadians were considered English sub-
jects and required to take the loyalty oath. If they 
refused,they would be aliens whose possessions could b~-
seized. When in the following year some Acadians were 
charged with aiding the French and Indians, ·the British 
' 
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governme~t realized that the Neutrals. had to be expelled ... I 
. 
' 
from Nova Scotia. The Privy Council con~idered four 
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_ _,.:_...:..---.- ~-so-1-ut-io·ns··,···· · each·-··or--which'liacf:var,ious drawbacks. The 
\'ttl ,. or the several American colonies. To send the Neutrals 
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England would have difficulty assimilating the Acadians , .. 
, .. 
· most of whom would depend on public .~ssistance. If the· 
Acadians went to France, there was nothing to prevent 
their return to Canada. In both cases, transportation 
. to Europe would be extremely expensive. ' The fourth 
solution seemed most feasible. On July 28, 1755, the 
·' 
• 
Governor's Council ordered the Acad1ans dispersed for 
their alleged co-operation with the enemy. During the_ 
next several months, approximately 7,000 Exiles were 
"iJf..• 
scattered throughout British North American colonies from 
Massachusetts to South Carolina. 1 
Three shiploads assigned to Philadelphia arrived 1n 
late November. 2 Acad1an exiles met fear, suspicion, and 
hostility, for, after all, they were French which was 
l1awrence Henry Gipson, The British Empire Before the American Revolution, VI: The Great War for the Empire: The Years of Defeat, 1754-1757~ew York, c. 194151': ·Chapters IX and X. 
2The three ships were Sloop Hannah, Richard Adams, master, 137 Acadians; Sloop Three Friends, James Carlisle, master, 156 Acadians; and Sloop Swan, Jonathan LovellJ master, 161 Acadians. Total: 454. See Minutes of the Provincial Council, VI, 751. In a letter from Gov. Morris to Thomas Penn, 22 Nov. 1755, it is indicated that a fourth ship was to g~rive, but there is no record of it. Ibid., 740 . 
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·synonymous with "enemy." English colonists kt)ew- thethavoc 
. . . 
-
and dest~uction associated with the French and their 
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Indians had attacked· settlement·s in -Lancaster so that 
first-hand r~ports of atrocities reached Philadelphia 
from only sixty miles away. These foreigners would 
undoubtedly- aid their fellow Frenchmen in plotting against . 
the Engl1sh. Their Catholicism caused additional suspipion; 
they would probably join German Catholics and Irish 
J:__• '.1· 1···· 
11·,· ·., 
i _ 1 
-- -H 
. • J.__."i[ 
: .. I 
•11[ 
t 
Catholics to cause trouble in th~ Protestant colony.3 .. " "• "• • ;,. , , • 0• ao~:-·• • "'·"'""•~=---· • •• ••••'•• • • ••• • . . L. 
Since no prior arrangements had been made for the 
Exiles, much confusion attended their arrival. On Novem-
ber 19th Governor Robert Hunter Morris read a letter to 
' -
the Council from Governor Charles Lawrence of Nova Scotia 
explaining that the Acadians had been exiled for aiding 
the Indians and French, enemies of England. ~lthough 
the intention was to distribute· Acadians throughout loyal 
·~ 
English colonies and to make them law-abiding citizens, 
Governor Lawrence's message did not indicate how to 
accomplish this. The Council placed guards on the refugee 
ships and ordered the passengers kept on board until the 
3Lettar from Gov. Morris to Gov. Shirley, 20 Nov. 1755 in Pennsylvania Archives, 1st ser., II, 506. 
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, 'Counc·il decide¢! thelr disposal. Provisions were to be 
' ·4 procured, · .. and the Assembly was ~sked to appr9pr1ate funds. -
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-~~~~.· -~~ "" ll'ecess1ty--01rf:!:mov1:ng ltcactians· fI'Om~tne"--sfiiPsT~Ooctor·s-~~~ · · · -~-~---'---4.-----, 
had rep9rted that it would be dangerous for them to remain 
-
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-~· 
"many Exile's as possible on Providence Island in the 
~ . . 
Delaware River, ~to put the island's trustees in charge, 
and to assume the expenses ... In its next session, the 
Assembly heard a report from Anthony Benezet on the Exiles• 
sad condition. After a four-month voyage with over-
r-··4 
crowded conditions and poor food, all were in p6or health. 
They needed decent food, blankets, shirts, stockings, 
and "other Necessaries." The House reimbursed Benezet 
for hi~ expenses in caring for the Acadians. Shortly 
thereafter, the Assembly adjourned without making any 
further provisions for the ~iles.5 
' ~ 
When the legislature reconvened two months later, it 
received a petition from the Acadians presented by Jean_ 
Baptiste Galerm, asking for improvement of their condi-
tions. After heari'hg their plea the Assembly appointed a 
committee, headed by James Pemberto to plan a distri-
bution of Acadians throughout four south tern cou~ties--
Philadelphia, Bucks, Chester, and Lancaster. ~his was, 
. ' l ' 
4Minutes of the Provincial Council, VI, 711-14. 
·:. :·~ 
i 
5Ibid., 729; and Pennsylvania Archives, 8th ser.,. 
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· .. · of' course,- the original idea behind dispersion. The 
Assembly selected counties far enough from the frontier to 
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nor on March 5, 1756, expected the Exiles to support them-
land and implements. In arranging the distribution, to 
take -place within twenty days afte_r passage of the bill, 
no township would receive more than one family. Those 
unable to work would-be cared for by Overseers of the Poor. 
Some French Hugemats were assigned to help with the 
.., 
;- - -_ 
' 
division, but they encountered-difficulties on both sides. ~ 
Acadians opposed dispersement because together their 
• 
problems were easier to bear; they wanted only to return 
' .r 
to Nova Scotia or go bo France. On the other hand, town-
s~ips did not want these potential enemiea. 6 
In September the Acadians again petitioned the pro-
vincial government, declaring themselves Frenchmen who 
owed no loyalty to the English king. l They did, however, 
express gratitude for the government's kindness; but the 
allocations had been spent, and they petitioned for more / lo· 
aid. They refused to provide for themselves because they 
insisted on being treated as prisoners of war. If the 
province would not return them to their homeland, then 
6rbid., 4206, 4216; and Minutes of the Provincial Council, VII, 55. 
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-- it JUust .maintain them. Gov·ernor William--Denny, who had 
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succeeded Morris, and the Council decided-that Acadians 
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When the Acadians·pleaded for aid ·in the following r' 
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-
~------- ·-------~-..... ~------ ______ 1n_0n_th,_,~the_ .Assembly. app.ropriat-ed- -L3,000-,;.f'~r - t-heir -- relie·f·;---~-=~~==-~~-----=~~~-:_:--~~~~ 
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The Assembly did nothing further until January 1757 when 
it pass~d the last _act relating to the Acadiari~~ except 
for appropriati_ons. This law took a somewhat different · 
form than the Exiles had desired. It provided. for the 
'(., 
care of those who could not wo-rk, but it also -ordered 
their children bound out for a certai~ period of time--to 
age twenty-one f,pr boys and to age eighteen for girls. 
When this period of service ended, the children w·ould be 
· free with all ·the rights and duties of Bri~ish subjects. 
/ 
. Implementation of the Binding Out Act broke up families 
and placed children in Protestant homes., much to their 
·parents• distress. On February 8th t~e Acadians asked 
the government not to separate them from their children. 
They wished to leave Pennsylvania, and offered to raise 
money, if the colony could not provide it, by selling 
\\.,, their meager belongings. They promised not to fight 
against Pennsylvania or Great Britain. No action was 
I 
taken on the petition be6ause the Exiles were not pris~ners 
or war. 8 
7Ib1d., 239-41; and Pa. Archives, 8th ser., V, 4309. 
8Ibid., VI, 4420, 4491, 4509-12, 4514-15. 
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arrested because they were "suspicious and evil-minded 
per-sons who had. _uttered menacing speeches aga1r:i.~t his . · 
Majesty and his liege· subjects ."9 Although finally · 
10 
acquitted and released, the arrest of these men intimi- .-
dat-ed the Exiles. During the next few years, they pre-
, . 
sented no further petitions. 
In 1760 Anthony Benezet helped the Acadians draft 
a petition to George III. The memorial recounted the 
same unhappy story: the uprooting and separation of· 
families, the voyage and additional sufferings which they 
had experienced in Philadelphia. Although the extant 
portion of the memorial does not put forth specific 
requests, th~y were probably similar to previous ones: 
mamntenance as prisoners of war or return to Nova Scotia. 
Unfavorable climate, illness, and heartbreak had reduced 
9Minutes of the Provincial Council, VII, 446. Those 
arrested were Charles Le Blanc, Jean Baptiste Galerm, 
Philip Melancon, Paul Bujauld, and ·sean Landy. 
10w11 ton Paul Ledet, 11 Acadian Exiles in Pen.nsylvania, 11 
Pennsylvania History, IX (1942), 124. 
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. . the 454- 8xiles landed in .Philadelphia to barely 200. 
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- To John Smith of' New Jersey, Benezet wrote ,o·r ad.vancing · 
. . ., . 
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petitioners "that it would scarcely be looked at, unless 
\'\ 
1: . 
-~ __ J:_baclced. by some sol1e1tat1ens-at·Cour't~'~ --ir cOpy QT'. tn.e··:-··:--·--·'"',"--··· -~----~----·---_ 
. . 
.. 
petition, .theref~re, went to some English Quakers, in-
cluding John Fothergill and John Hunt, with a request that 
·the·y do whatever they could to get th.e memorial considered 
and an offer of ~100 sterling to cover expenses. Benezet 
lamented the slowness of financial arra:·ngements. A sub-
scr1ptlon list appeared the most feasible way of ~ising 
.. 
. _ .. ,, ... 
funds. Benezet was eager to begin canvassing, but his 
. 
reputation" as "an importunate solicitor" made it advisable .. __ 
to find someone to accompany him. 12 
. . 
Benezet strongly criticized those who ignored the I • 
Acad1ans• plight by claiming that their care was the 
government's responsibility. He used the Biblical example 
of the Good Samaritan to emphasize that help, when needed, 
should be given regardless or· responsibllity. 
As of 1761 the Acadians were still a financial burden 
on the colony. On February 27th an Assembly committee 
recommended ways to reduce expenditures. Many Exiles 
,. 
were too sick and weak to support themselves. Those who 
llvaux, 89-91. · 
12J3rookes, 239-42; r~p. from The Friend, XX (1846). 
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wanted work 'frequently found' ;no employment because of 
discrimi-nation. The Binding Out Law of January 1757 had 
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.... ·they became ill, however, .. they required public aid 
----..,----.-,· .--~ -·· -~-beeau&e-·t·he-1·r -· pa·re nts··sc-ou-1-c1~·-·not · · care·-·-·r-o·r·-·t·henr:· · ,·Tne · -- · 
_______ ._:___, _________ ~-'=----,-----. 
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'fll"'l"' 
Acadians hoped that their petition to the King would 
• 
bring relief and permission to ret·urn to their homeland. 
:fi· 
- - . 
They strenuously objected to having. their children placed 
in Protestant homes. The committee, nevertheless, 
' recommended strict enforcement of the ·Binding Out Law and 
4 
also continuance of financial aid for the next few months. 13 
,r 
Although the Assembly continued to appropriate money 
until the ·1770 1s, the major allocations were spent by 1766. 
During the next decade, annual appropriations usually 
amounted to ~100. Additional funds often had to be pro- . 
.. 
vt<lied·_: for medical aid ·and burial expenses. From 1755 to 
1776 the provincial treasury paid approximately -.Ll0,000 
to care for the Exiles. More money came from private 
sources, most· notably the Society of Friends. Benezet 
collected money for the Exiles as late·as 1779, in this 
instance for a lawyer to plead their case. 14 
13Pa. Archives, 8th ser., VI, 5206-8. 
l4see Ledet, 126, where he states that Brookes was incorrect in stating that government aid to the Exiles 
ended in 1762 to support which he ~ncluded numerous 
references to subsequent appropriations for the Acadians; Brookes, 73. 
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·As public funds ~ecreased, Benezet helped those 
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_ Acadians in Phila~elphia t.o earn their living by teaching 
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~cadian children, and taught some girls in his schoo~. 
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When the Acadians left t,he cramped quarters of the 
ships, they were housed in old barracks which were not 
much better. Seeing the inadequacy of _this building, 
Benezet sought more suitable facilities. He approached 
. 
Samuel Emlen, another Philadelphian noted for h·is charity, 
and obtained the use of Emlen's land on .Pine Street 
between ·5th and 6th. Then the persistent ·Quaker can-
vassed for enough money to build simple one-story houses 
. 16 for the Exiles. 
Various contemporaries testified to Benezet•s 
' devotion to these people. Deborah Logan, for example, 
recalled that: 
He appeared almost their onlyJfriend, 
gave~ liberally of his own, solicited, 
alms from others in their behalf (to 
which he endeavoured to turn the 
attention of the government), and 
gratuitously educated many of their 
daughters.17 
Anothar account of Benezet•s kindness toward the Acadians 
, 
was given by Fran901s, Marq~is de Barbe-Marbois, who 
15vaux, 87; Brookes, 65, 73-4. 
16Ibid., 65 . 
17Ibid., 67; quoted from The Friend, XI (1838), 169-70 . 
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reiterated Benezet •s · varied· act1v1t1e·s: 
. . . 
-__ - He --gathered them together, -although._ he 
- _. was as poor as they, he consol~d them, 
':' · .. · 
,_ . - . . -_---encouraged themJ ·· went . from do-or to. ·__ --- _ . - _-- -. 
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portuhed the government of Pennsyl~ania 
.to grant them the means of subsistence, . . ~ 
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the generous obstinacy had obtained some 
help for the unfortunate whom he calls 
his chi.ldren .18 
.. -------·------------:-. -·---·-. --·-- -~·-· -· ·-in· ··retrosp······ect · hist·ory- -has proven that. exp· u1sfon' o"t.····· 
. . . . , 
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the Acadians was unnecessary and unjust, though this paper 
can neither debate the issue of right or wrong, nor 
. assign guilt. From the humanitarian point of view, ·_the 
dispersion was ·1nhuman. i .. , Benezet sympathized wi~h t~e 
1 
. Acadians I predica.IQent as a matter of conscience, some~. 
thing which he, as~ Quaker, could easily understand. 
They could not take an oath whi_ch might require them to 
fight against their own people. Benezet identified with 
. . 
these Acadian Frenchmen as suffering fellow human beings, 
not--·as members of a religious group which had forced _his 
parents to leave their homeland. 
When the Assembly asked Benezet to help the Exiles, 
he was a logical choice, not only because he spoke 
French--numerous other Philadelphians did so--but also 
{ 
because of his reputation for kindness. Benezet gladly 
accepted the task, and throughout the whole unpleasant 
l8Ib1d. , 453. 
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of Shackamaxon · in 1683 which set the precedent of pur-
'1 
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tri~d to deal Justly with the natives. During this: 
early period, Q.uakers looked upon Indians as brothers 
~ 
.. . 
--·-----·· ----· ----------.-. ----------afld···a1med--to,··-·l-ive--s1·de- -by--side-· w-1-th ·····them,~-·-----· The·--S-oc-ie-ty---------~·---- · 
tried to protect them from abuses by white men. For 
instance; it soon became. obvious that Indians reacted 
·- ... 
adversely under the influence .of alcohol, and the Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting pronounced .sel~ing rum to the 
natives as immoral. Two years later the Yearly Meeting 
requested that~all meetings sign a minute to this effect. 
-In 1701 the Pennsylvania Assembly outlawed the sale of 
....... L, 
.. 
rum to Indians; a similar bill in 1722 made it illegal 
to give an Indian enough alcohol to get him drunk. Since 
these laws were only loosely enforced, the Yearly Meeting 
took stronger action in 1719, making the sale of rum to 
Indians a disciplinary offence. This aame meeting also 
issued a statement on Indian slavery. Although the 
practice was not common in Pennsylvania, the Meeting 
found it necessary to suggest that "to avoid giving them 
Lt'he Indiang occasion of discontent, it is desired that 
. ' 
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Friends do riot biiy0I''Se11 Indian slaves.111 Interest·ingly, 
the argument in this case was not based on morality but 
. 
. 
I 
. ·-'. ·- ~-, ..... _____.... '_,., ,. -- --,-
.. - . 
rather.on protecting the.colony against retaliation- by 
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· · free I.ndians. As In.dians m~ved _ further ·west, Quaker , 
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.contact with them_ decreased, and the attempt to assimilate. 
-· 
' ___ ----------~~------- them ended. _ The mac1or ,contac-t between Indian and white-~. - , 
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· ... ~negotiations over land--fell · to the governor. Quakers 
..... 
assume·d that -these dealings were carrie_d on with honesty. 
· After Penn's death, friendly relations with the 
<:..1 -· 
Indians· slowly de.clined because Penn's three sons, Thomas, 
John, and Richard, did not follow their father's policies • 
.,, . . . . 
The most outrageous example was the infamoµs Walking 
Purchase of ·1733, in which the Propri~tors stretched 
the aireemen.t to unbelievable limits in order to obtain 
an extensive amount.of Indian land. Although this swindle 
shook the Indians' faith in the whiterman, they still 
looked back to the good days under William Penn. Their 
faith in the Quakers lasted through the French and Indian 
Waar.,· during which there was no evidence that they killed 
~- any Quakers. Absence of conflict and bloodshed between 
Pennsylvania settlers and Indians from 1681 to 1755 was 
unique in the colonial experience. 
Unfortunately, however, not all colonists in Pennsyl-
vania held to Quaker principles. By 1750 many non-Quakers, 
1Almon Wheeler Lauber, Indian Slavery in Colonial 
Times Within the Present Limits of the United States, 
Columbia University, Studies in History, Economics, and 
Public Law, No. 134 (New York, 1913), 308. 
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. %1 •.. • . • . \ /-pa rt 1c ularly ,,~c,6tch..;Irish P·resbyterians, had · mo,red onto 
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the fronti-er. _ .. They. viewed Indians as savages and had no 
compunct 1on __ aga1ns t ~-~~~pg their __ land _.by any -mea.ns .----~·::-~:~~~~::~---- -----~~----------·-~-----: ____ , ... ~---·: .. ~---·-·--·--·---·-----·-,--·--~--·-··-- -~-- · c--,-·--,---· --~-- ----------
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their land-holdings. At the Albany Treaty with the Six / 
-" - Nat ions . it:i :i7c54_; th.e P.rop,rietary---'Gav-e-rnme-nt-:ins.t·ruct·ed· ---~---~-·---~----~---~:-:-·------------------·-.-~~~---~-:.··,~- ~--------··t.;.--·~•:----·- ·-·(· , .. --···.. .~ . 
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·conrad Weiser to n_egotiate a land deal. Hopefully, the, __ 
agreement would include the Wyoming Valley, an area which 
interested both Penrisylvania and Connecticut. The 
Pennsylvania agent claimed that if the Indians did not 
sign the deed, it would be assumed tha.t they planned to ,.,. 
-r,, 
deal with New England agents or with the French. As a 
symbol.of good faith, the Indians finally agreed to the 
transfer. However, according to the Iroquois deed of 
July 6th, the Wyoming Valley was reserved for the_ Indians 
' as a hunting ground and a refuge for those Indians fleeing 
the French. Negotiations of a·second deed on July 11th 
complicated matters, for several Iroquois chiefs through 
bribery and alcohol transferred the Wyoming Valley to 
Connecticut. 2 
-In the fall of 1755 following Braddock's defeat, 
--·--·--- ··: . -:'--···--~.:"- -·· - -~-- ---
- tension between Indians and whites increased. Pennsylvania 
Indians were generally unhappy with the Iroquois chiefs who 
2Anthony F. C. Wallace, King of the Delawares: Teedyuscung, 1700-1763 (Philadelphia, 1949), 60-4; and Samuel Parrish, Some Chapters in the History of the Friendly Association for Regaining and Preserving Peace with the Indians~ Pacific Measures (Philadelphia, 1877), B-9. 
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cc- -_· :: ~: ~· had given. away ·their· laiids .- By. October Indians -in the ·. 
. { 
-
. Wyoming Valley found out about-the second deed. Needless 
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. . t.o. ~ay, th~ Proprietors were also unhappy ab9ut this , 
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... · . the · region in ··order to meet the Connecticut invasion. Tl'ie - · 
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~-leadership and with English enc-roac.funents. No f.rontier 
s~ttlement·was safe from the threat of Indian attack, and 
""''"' 
, ~ ----- ------·- _,. - ·-.---' . . 
- - ~,- --·---
---------~-- - ------ -most eo±o-nists looked with distrust· and fear on all 
Indians. 
The ever-increasing ·-prospect of war alarriled Quakers 
because violence would hurt their reputation and that of 
their colony. It would also encourage c·olonists to follow 
-
-Propr.ietary leadership, further weakening the Quakers' 
'I ••'• 
~-already precarious political strength. The threat became 
reality in April of ·1756 as Governor Robert Hunter Morris 
prepared a declaration of war against the Pennsylvania 
Indians. His declaration would encourag~ the worst 
atrocities -because it placed attractive bounties on Indian 
... 
' 
....... 
scalps. Israel Pemberton and· Samuel Fothergill presented r 
the Quakers' plea for peace to the Governori but he wou1~-
not be persuaded. The Quakers drafted a second address 
in which they promised to expend whatever amount was 
necessary to restore good relations with the Indians, even 
if the cost should exceed the taxes for military expenses • 
• crpq: ... 
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l'he' Governor and his Cot,1ncil refused the offer •3 ,;_ · 
Despite the declaration of war, Quakers would not · 
admit defeat. Under the leadership of Israel Pemberton,. .. 
---------.---...,.----~--~-------- ---~- ... ' ,, . . . . . ·------·---"- . ,-~--. -:-·-----',-.-------,-;....---
.. .. ,., .. • ~., ., ---..... ,._ . - ., ... -- . " . . 
-- ' -~ . ' . _. __ . - "'~ --• ..,...,,,,i:• ·,., ' 
.::~---~~:-----~· _: ___ - ____ '.,c---~-- - · th~y bega.n -a--mlgh~ty-~oampaign~-7roP-~-p-eaee-.· .~ 'l'-hPougn.~the~·~ · ~-~-~~--~-~--~--c~~· ·. -· -
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intercession of Conrad ·we1ser., Pemberton obtained per-
. . , 
- ---- -- -- -- _______ : _____ , ---- ---- ·---- .. ·--· ________ ,.(,,,'"' --·-·-···· 
' . 
·1ndians then in Philadelphia. At this me~ting, and the 
several which followed in the next few -days, Quakers 
·· · ........ . ,:.. :::.··: . . :·~ ··· · 11sten·ed to ·1ndj.an grievances and· diefcussed · possible· --- · ··---·· ... . -~, -···· - ......... ,~,- -- . -·- - . ,- -·- ---
solutions. 4 
~ Shortly thereafter, Morris agreed to meet with the · 
Ind1.ans. · Pemberton persuaded him to allow Quakers to 
attend by offering to supply gifts. Since the provincial 
.. ' \'(°' 
·"' 
treasury was near depletion, the Governor acquiesced. To 
collect money for the gifts, Pemberton called a me~ting on 
July 22nd of Friends interested~in improving Indian 
• 
relation~. Although no formal organization resulted, this 
meeting developed later into the Friendly Association. 
They set up a permanent fund for aiding Indians; and 
when the meeting adjourned, ~2,000 had been subscribed. 
Three days later a delegation of Quakers ,.~led .. _ by 
Pemberton, arrived in- Easton with their .. gifts. Teedyuscung, 
the Delaware chief, knew of Quaker sympathy with the 
Indians .. After talking with Pemberton, he asked the 
3Theodore Thayer, Israel Pemberton, King of the 
Quakers (Philadelphia, 1943), 98r. 
41b1d. 
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--- -· ·_ Quaker leader ·to speak for the Delawares at -the ·conference. 
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-The Quakers' presence irked Governor Morris be·cause Indian ... -
---~ff~ir_§ __ were __ the~rerogative of the Proprietors- and their ~, _ __..., .. ...,~~ ·-· - - . ,~-- .. - . . - - -- - - --·. - - ·---- --- -.--··( - ... - .. 
---------_--- -------~ t ~---~--- -~e-p-resenta-ti:v·e·-,--i.n·-this-· ca·s·e ,--Mor-r1.-s--.~~----rr1re- .Qua:-ke-rs, -now~--· . :· 
ever, had gained-Teedyuscung's confiqence before the r, 
,, 
.----·---- · ----- ------·-·--:.···: ___ ,_ ~----, Governor ·could forbid the tr "att·endance .- . 'rhe conre·r·e·n-ce·---~------------_- -~-~-........---:-,,.---------r-
ended within three days with no definitive peace and.only 
vague assurances from Morris of Penns_yl vania I s gqod 
' .. 
intentions. The Governor announced another trea-ty in -~,he 
fall. At the end of the conference, gifts were dis-
tributed ·to- the Indians •. The Quakers brought the largest 
share, which the Govern~r insisted they add to the·.--govern..: -- - -
ment•s meager amount. Te~yuscung was greatly impressed 
· by English generosity which far Surpassed French--Prom1Ses~S-
\ 
1 
· ----- Before the November conference, Pemberton '·called a 
general meeting of all Quakers who wanted peace with the 
Indians. ~ Out of this meeting came the formal organization 
of "The Friendly Association for Regaining and Preserving 
Peace.with the Indians by Pacific Measures." A committee 
drew up rules fov discussion at a meeting on December 1st. 
They appropriated ~500 for the treaty at Easton. 6 
Pemberton and forty or fifty.other Quakers journeyed 
to Easton for the second conference, arriving there ahead 
of the new _governor, William Denny, who had rep+aced Morris 
5rbid., 107ff; Wall~ce, T~edyuscung, 108-15. 
&rhayer, 124-5. 
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. -~1.rT- August. When_ the. conference '.began on November 8th,·-
Teedyuscung, prompted by Peillberton, accused the Prol)rietors. 
~(--.. - ... ·»-~·-·---- .. ·-· -----"----·.-,. .... or fraud · in the Walking· Purchas.e, and o.f collaboration · _ .. ·----~-~~~==-~==~-=-~--------
,...,__., ___ .... ___ ·•·- -···· -· -· 
• with the Six. Nations to cheat the Delawares of their 1B.nd. ··. _ · _ • 
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At the first- conference the ·chief had acknowledged.the 
··-· .. ·~ 
emphasized land claims as the real cause. Urged on by 
Quakers, he requested~ an official investigation of the 
' .--, ~---~-------~--:------ ------Proprietors I · land dealin,gs' which Denny ·p.romised would --~-- -------·- : ," •o 
take ~lace. The treaty ended with an unofficial peace, 
general optimism, and distribution of more goods by the 
_ Quakers. Before departi·ng, Teedyuscung told Pemberton 
that the Quakers impressed him, and he wanted their 
' 7 
------------'----.. ~--.··· -,-,-, .....-...... -__ ...-... . ~f_..._,___,r.1.e.nti.S)lipc.··· _____ . _ ~---.:---.-,. -, ----·,·- ·:- ..... _____ . .... _ --~ _ .. __ . 
At the first formal meeting of the Friendly Association 
on December 1st, Pemberton reported on the Easton Treaty, 
the money spent on gifts, ~he amount contributed by Friends, 
and plans. for another treaty. This meeting formally~ 
adopted the name and rules of the organization. Sixteen 
trustees, headed by Pemberton, were chosen with a general 
election to be held each May. General meetings were to be 
held prior to Indian treaties. John Reynell became· 
treasurer; a fund of -L3,000 was set up with plans to 
solicit subscriptions from non-Quakers, particularly the 
Moravians and Mennonites.a 
71bid., 128-9; Wallace, Teedyuscung, 124-36. 
8parr1sh, 42. 
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. from the Society of Friends, with ·1ts ·· 1eaders all pr9minent 
.. ---·--- ·----'·-~- -..---··, ···-- ·--·- -· ..... - . 
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- . · .· · · c·erned ·non-Quakers, particular_l__y_ ·.2.~_ci:fis_t._~ German· secJ;·s~.~-,. .----'1...-c~-:--~-·-- -----:--· ~'7,.- - ~- - .. i' 
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At'the Phiiadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1756, the Society •* •· ..J. 
of Fri~nds·· ~c:i.ded __ p_q_t __ ,_to ____ gi v_e offic1al ___ r_e_e.ognt:t-1o~ to . ~J1e-~-----·. ---~~~~-----=-~= ---------·-··· ·._.. -- • -. ·• · ···'> ---· · · _ .- • · _ • • , . ..1. · , 
. 
..,_ 
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··\ 
.. -----,c~--·-~------~----Association because Indian pro·blems were "public affairs." 
Although the Association regeived only unofficial. support 
'~- .· :-.:-.:-::r .. --- ----·· -------. -~- . . - -----· 
----,---·-·-~-·---'--.---·from the Society,· it. had -an advantage over other non-
official Quaker organizations because the Meeting for· 
,• i 
·,, ., .. Sufferings carried its ch~rges against the Proprietor~~o · 
London. 9 -··--·--··-- ·------~--·------. --'-----· -. -- . --
•. 
• 
-
. . 
The avowed,purpose of the Friendly Association was to 
restore peace with the Indians. The Quakers took an 
interest in Indian affairs for humanitarian reasons; they 
found war repuilisive and did not like to see fellow human 
beings mistreated. On the other hand, their motivation 
was not entirely apolitical. Leaders of the Association 
hoped to embarrass~the Proprietors by pointing out in-
. Justices in administering the colony'~. affairs,· thus · 
regaining for Quakers some political influence lost by 
their withdrawal from the Assembly. Also many Quaker 
merchants in Philadelphia engaged in the Indian trade, 
10 which suffered because of war. 
9James, People, 96. 
10wallace, Teedyuscung, 140-1. 
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·.'zi~ ' • When __ the_:_next.treaty was·held 1n· July 1757, Quakers .. 
f'rom t-·he Friendly Association again represente_d ·the Indians .. 
. ' . ----'-------iA~t-'~P-ember~ton-"s suggestiot1, Teedytisc·un·g-· demanded his own, · .- • 'I .. L . i 
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the.irregularity of this and ur~ed the adequacy of the 
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. - . .... . .. - -- . .,__ - ---~·· ··----------;----,------~--'--·---~ _.-_____ ,, ___ ·---.....-:+-·,-·-~----------g-o¥ernmen.t -e-l-e-rk, -'?·eedyus-c·ung de¢ la.red· that without -his . ' -
own clerk there would· be no t,reaty. -~he· Governor acquiesced. 
· The Delawares ch·ose Charles Thomson, a Presbyterian and 
. • 
- - J 
~ ' J - •. 
master of the (Quaker Latin school i·n Philadelphia, whose 
;:, account or the negotiations was read at the November 20th 
meeti~g of the Friendly Ass6ciation. Again, Teedyuscung, ', 
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.. prompted by Quakers, ·accused Pennsylvania and the Six 
. i 
.. 
Nations of cheating the Delawares and demanded an invest1-
. l_ 
gation in England, which Quakers hoped would expose the 
Proprietors'_abuses. Teedyuscung's followers, however, 
threatened to withdraw their support if the chief did not 
get on with making peace. He followed their wishes and 
I • • 
allowed the land controversy to rest temporarily. He 
agreed to peace if the Indians would be given the Wyoming. 
Valley where they could settle and learn white man's ways. 
The government agreed to build a village there and to 
send teachers. After construction began, the Assembly 
ran out of funds and had to accept a donation from the 
Friendly Association to complete the work. Unfortunately, 
the second part of the agreement was never fulfilled--no 
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·teachers were sent to teach the Indians the ways of·the 
white man. 11 
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.. Up .. to_ .. 17~8 -t-he --Fr1endly---A-s-s·o·c1at1on g·enera1Ty 
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.. however, it began to ~ose ground. The Governor· invited 
___ ! ... •v·---~---~--·:.~----~--~--- .rep-r.es.entat-ives ef_ the»~·Six ·Nations to·· at te"rici-. --·, These-·. ---- ----,- __ ..,.,..........-------~-
-~ 
. 
. 
~/' 
chiefs expres,sed· their anger with Teedyuscung' s ., presump-
tions and hoped to obtain English recognition.of their 
--··- ·-------. - - --------·- superiori-ty over him and his people. If Teedyuscung had 
. 
acknowledged their overlordship, the Six Nations would 
. \ ~ 
. 
. have probably supported his claims against the Proprietors. 
~ When the official meeting began qn October 11th, 
' ' 
Teedyuscung tried to avoid any discussion of his affairs 
before the Six Nations. He came to the second session 
drunk and behaved indiscreetly. His pride· wou1a·-not allow 
him to back down. Also, the Quakers could not let him 
•. fail or they would los'e their argument against the 
Proprietors. As Teedyuscung pressed hi~ charges of fraud, 
the Six Nations walked out of .the meeting. After this, 
,, I 
Teedyuscung changed his tone, perhaps of his own accord 
or perhaps at the suggestion of the Quakers who realized 
the hopelessness of the situation and would rather have 
the chief maintain his· position for a later assault. This rl 
, resulted in, a v·1ctory for the government, a return to 
recognition of the Six Natiofis as protectors of the 
11Ib.1d., . 156-60;, Thayer, 140ff . 
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. DelaWares, ·and a refus~itto aceept the· DelaWares' individual 
. .. 
grieva.nce-s . l2 
-
Apathy on Indian affairs returned after the border 
- . . .. . .: .. ~ ' ;-
.· . . . 
.,, .. ' . . . 
. . . _ : · · raids ceased, and the _ in (+u~DQ~~--Q_f __ -~d .... 1.nte_I!es_~--1n--~he~·· -------~.,--~-_.:,,. ·•· .. ......,______ ------~. 
--~--~-~---~_:..___,_ __ . ~ F~~~~~~;-,~-s·~-~:i~t~:-n:-st~~~~~Y declined. · Betl'te8~ 1758 and . ..· 
1762, it _r.edeemed, pr:1,sgners, purchased gifts,.f-0-r,trea~.1.e~,- ----=:-~ ··_ ·, .. ·.-c::."---""":.--·--:-·.......__---:__..··-~-----~~-'---,-- ~- . Q ·- -"""(;- ·,-·.·-·· 
..... ""' .... ·~- ~.. .. ,· 
-----c~-------· - ---·- - .. -
and entertained Indians who visited Philadelphia. 
final blow came in -June.1762 when Governor James Hamilton 
' 
-,----: -- ---- and Sir William Johnson met with T-eedyuscung at Easton 
and promised_.him reimbursement if he would drop the fraud 
·charges. The Indian chief agreed. This eliminated the 
_____ .Q.uak.ers' ~ weapon· against the Propriet-ors' incompetence. 
No mention of the Association occur~ed in .connection with 
the Treaty of Fort Stanwix in 1768. 13 
After Teedyuscung dropped the fraud charges, 
..... 
' . 
members of the Association believed they had no cause. 
They had become overly concerned with "winning the big 
battle over policy. 1114 In areas where they could have 
·-·.,! ·, 
-1.1,,,.,,.,.,,,.,,:'i.i1r· 
provided service, Quakers showed little or no interest. 
They failed to establish trading posts or provide teachers 
and missionaries, both of which the Indians wanted. These 
aspects were left to private initiative; of course, as 
the Indians moved west, Quakers had less contact with 
12wallace, Teedyuscung, 192-207. 
13Thayer, 183-5. 
14James, People, 191. 
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them.. And for all their efforts, .F.r1ends had not· inje;cted 
···,-···, . 
. a sense .or morality into the governmen·t I s dealings$. 
--- ·-- ------~- --
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, . . ' 
·• 
. . 
Acadians, Anthony Benezet took. an active·part in Penn~yl~ 
1755, the Moravian communities -of Nazareth and -Bethlehem,· 
· themselves in danger of attack, received an inflUX of 
refugees_ from _outlying areas. Desperately in heed of· 
clothing, food, and money to care for these people, 
Bishop Augustus Gottlieb Spangenberg appealed to Benezet 
for a-id. The Quaker I s peputation for humanitarian deeds 
was well-known to the Moravians. Upon receiving,~1j the 
Bishop's ·1etter, Benezet responded With assurances Of his 
concern. Benezet solicited ~200 and sent a wagonload of 
clothing to Bethlehem. In th~ next several weeks more 
supplies and money followed, some of which was for the 
Friendly Indians near these communities. Benezet also 
appealed to Isaac Norris, Speaker of the Assembly, for 
governmental assistance for the Moravians. He further 
., 
suggested to Spangenberg that the Moravians cooperate 
with Benjamin Franklin in negotiating with the Indians, 
confident that Fr;nklin could restore order. 15 
Benezet's role in the Friendly Association was not 
as dramatic as his relationship with the Acadians .. In 
15Brookes, 11-12. 
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1hi~ case, Israel -Pemb·erton already; p·rovided iead·ership .- .· 
. ·Instead, Benezet joined th~ core of diligent·assistants.· 
.t·: 
. :, ' .... 
·Prior to f'ormat·io_~_of_t~e_organization, he-attended -various--·>- -- ------c-~:~,· 
,·i. 
,..:, 
.~ -•-·,· __ : 
~ 
. 
-~---~ -------- - - : .. ·-·-preliminary gathe:t1in~., su~h. as ~he·.' dinner~ and meetings at · 
-Israel Pemberton•s house. Upon the Asso.c.iation 's rorinal -
' ___ .. __ ·-·-
- -----
, . . 
t 
t-:-· ------·-~----- organization in Dece~'ber 1.756; Benezet bec~e 8. tr'UStee·, - - ,----.. ~·~---~----r --:-•. ~ . • -
• V 
·~. 
' 
. 
.. 
~ 
'· 
. . ___ ,_ .. --···~ . - . ~,-- ... ~--·· - - - --·- - -- -· 
an office which he held for several terms. His name 
- · 16 appear-ed frequently on lists of subscribe,_rs. 
.,. 
As a trustee B~nezet served at several Easton con-
ferences. In a letter to John Smith bf New Jersey, dated 
August 20, 1757, ·Benezet gave his impression of the treaty 0,1 
held that ·July~. Benezet concluded that the Indians truly 
4 
'"-·-·· ·. -~ ,,-·- ~--~-----·-· 
I wanted peace, and agreed with them that if it did not come 
it would be the-white man's fault. If white men- wanted 
. I 
> 
, 
vto help the Indians, they could send school masters and 
honest traders. Benezet mentioned the affection which 
, ......... ·" 
the natives still felt for William Penn. He also expressed 
his pleasure and relief with the peace proclamation. In 
frankness he wrote: 
."1J· 
., 
I 
I 
j 
. I 
l 
f 
I 
1 
I 
I 
~-
~· 
I: 
I wa~ glad of the peace, not only on 
the Public account, but also on our own 
who were there, for I had not been without 
some apprehension at different times that 
we were in danger of being scalped, which, 
• f 
" 
' '., : 
· with all my philosophy, afforded but a·n 
uncomfortable thought.17 
In another letter to Smith, June 14, 1758, Benezet 
r 
expressed concern over New Jersey's declaration of war 
' \ 
16rb1d., 113; Parrish, 42, 99. 
17Brookes, 115-16. 
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I 
....... ,-- ----- . -
_ ..... -
_: ~> against the Indians, still in effect! ____ He- feared that--
it miiht give some colonists precisely the justificatio~ 
. . ' 
they needed to launch an attack on the Indians, which 
-
. ,,---- -- ·--· 
... -· --·· ·c:---- ---·- ···------ ------ --- ·"---------.-·----- . . . -- .• ' - ~ - ., ' - _.._.. -- -- --
• ·1. . 
. -_ ., ,.. - ... - --- ~ _ .would bring_ unpleasant retal1at1onfff .. "' . He-., suggested_,~ ~hat--~_---~--·--- ---------·/ 0 - _ , _ ----~---
. .,.. 
the Indian commissioners consult with some,Burlington 
'-, 
_____ · ___ .- _ w-:--'.:<'~--~-- -- _ .~Quakers "on p8aceful -alter.natives •18 ... ···- - __ . , .. ------~-- ---- . _ ,-- -- . -~ 
' ~ . . 
-
' 
In 1760 P.apunahung,. a Minising chief, and a group of -
. peaceful· Indians _ from Wy~lusing travelled to Philadelphia · 
to visit with m.embers~ of -t-he s·oc·1ety or F"r1ienas ~- --These · --
- Indians had net Joined in the war because they shared 
the Friends' belief that men should not kill one another.· 
-C-onversation with these Indians hea-rtened ·the· ·Quake·rs .- · 
. Papunahung's visit corroborated all their arguments 
. about the kindness . -anac-SeflcS1,ti-v-it-~ of . t-he nat-!-v,es-.----,-'Ph->e------- ---. -----------------~----·-,,__.. ________________ ----- ---
Indian policy which Quakers advocate~ was Justified. 19 
Out of Papunahung's visit came a compilation by 
Anthony Benezet on the chief's meeting with Governor 
Hamilton and his discussions with the Quakers. When 
'' 
Papunahung and the Governor met, the chief turned over 
three prisoners obtained from other Indians. He stated 
emphatically that he desired no reward. Gove~~amilton, 
perhaps because giving gifts was part of Indian relations, 
ignored Papunahung' s request and offered .. _him presents. 
The chief explained that he refused gifts because he had 
l8Joseph Elkinton, Anthony Benezet and His Times,-, 
1713-1784 (Philadelphia, 1898), 20. 
19James, People, 96-7. 
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·I 
not come to do busines~ . ~he government. He expla~ned 
that the implications _of ccepting gifts .11 frtghtened" him. 
. -> ., . 
___ F!_~~ .. ~--l ___ ! t ____ !.~P._!9-______ m_~~e-~ t _he>~ e I t'ld ian s . w, ho came ___ to __ n e_g() t i~ t e --~_____._..__-,--.. _· ·---=:-
· . - . W·it·h the government jealous since he-, although not ~ ·. . · .· ~- · .- · , 
.-•- ··--_;-- .--\--'---. _....._ __ ··-· ---~------- ..... -- .. -- - .- --·. ···-··------<-- ·- ~<----'-·---- --------- ----- .-., .... ---'. -·-------------·-·· ..,. ___ ..,. __ ......, ____ ------ ____ .... _ - -------- ·-------~ _. ____ , __ -- ~---~- . ~- ---
- . fal ..... ---- ..... _ .... ----- -------~- - --+<~----.. ·-·· -· ·- .--.----h<_-.. -- --------_l--'-·- , ........ ____ ·--· r·· 
' 
. 
representative, received the s_~me treatment they did.,_. 
--·-a-----------~-~-'~-· ,.- §.econQ, i_t Jn:1.gh.t' 11 c9rrupt my own heart,_&; malce m~ pr;o~a./' · ~---"' .~' --- _ ---
.• ... - . Finally, peop{e might think ·he wanted to be ga gt'~at ~n. 1120 . . 
I-
.. Papunahung, however, did make .certain requests of 
- ""-~: -· T- the Governor. His people should get no liquor, even if the 
young men·-,,rrom his village asked for it. He reminded the 
Governor that his tribe did not. re·ceive the prices promised 
-·them for their furs~ This_ wrong led to others, namely 
that the young men did not clean the furs properly before· 
... -- .-.-.- ... _ -.. _ ...... :--.---s~lling ___ them,. which in turn aggr~vated ·traders. The 
·:•' 
following day Governor Hamilton promised to take care of 
the complaints. The Governor's meeting with these peace-
fql, justice-seeking Indians did not change his general 
policy. 21 
Benezet next discussed the general conversion which 
had taken pla
1
9e among Indians in tl\e past few years. Those 
/, 
20"An Account of the Behaviour & Sentiments of a 
Number of Well-Disposed Indians Mostly of the Minising 
Tribe,'' Brookes, 479-85. James, People, 97, 372, refutes 
Brookes' assertion, 118-19, that Benezet wrote this essay 
and a·· second one, "An Account of Papunahun~' s Second Visit 
to Friends the 4th of the 8th Month, 1761, 1 contending that 
the accounts were taken from the reports of the Friendly 
Association, which Benezet, as a trustee, probably helped 
to compose; some of the phraseology is similar to that 
in several letters from Israel Pemberton to his wife. 
21Thayer, 189. 
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- -affected seemed sincere· because they refused to take part 
in war even if it meant that unconverted Indiatls -"should · 
~--:--~~~==-...::::::-----~=k-1-l;J. .... op --maR:e Sla-v:es ( or as they e~pres-s it}. Negro~s. cif 
--~ 
them-.• '' They beli~ved · ".that· when God made· Men he· never· ·· 
.. 
n22 -, · intended they should kill or destroy one an.other. . ~. 
r' 
' ' 
'i 
--~. ~-:·---"·,-·- ~ :.-.. ·-·-·. . _ · ... After a pleasant ,:/Vis-it with ··th·~ ... Philadelphia Quakers, 
·- -~ 
.,,; . =iy::· - - -- -- - :---· •. , . 
-· 
' . 
1 
• Papunahung returned to his village, acc_bmpanied as far as 
Bethlehem by.a FriendJ whose observations Benezet included I 
--· ...... 
-·- ··· 1rr ·his account. · Benezet was particularly impressed with · 
' the manner of Papunahung's conversion. In the telling it 
followed closely the Quaker ·patte~n of regeneration . 
. .. 
.. - -Papunahung had been a "Drunken Man" until his father's 
·, death, at which time he became aware of "the folly & 
wickedness" so prevalent in the wprld. He went through a 
soul-searefiing from which he emerged with a knowledge of 
' God and the importance of all living things, most 
-
especially man. He knew tha~tl -~t was his duty to preach t -
others of the love of God and the sanctity of human life 
and to help his fellow men find the inner peace which he 
had founa. 23 
In the message which the chief sent bakk t& the 
Quakers with his travelling companion, he told them that 
what they had said con.firmed what·~ was in his heart. "I 
have heard a Voice speak to my Heart and say The Quakers 
22Brookes, 482. 
23Ibid., 483-4; James, People, 97-8. 
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.-· ,, "ii-. ar_e right. • • • • " He hoped to visit with the Friends 
· · · .· · 24 
again and come to know them better. 
-··-···----·-·--.. --·-··---·-····--- -------··------··- -- ·· · ---Bejnezet was present at the· three-week Easton Treaty· ___ .... ________ · ~ 
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:·.ft.· 
·~ 
vis·i t with the Quakers. The ch~ef and eighty of his 
-·~ 
tribesmen intended to Journey directly to Philadelphia, 
but he went to hear the conversations with the G~vernor 
~ because Friends would be there and also because Philadel-
phia had an outbreak of smallpox. After this encounter with 
Papunahung~' Bene·zet compiled his second description of the 
·, 
great chief. He described the Indian worship service 
,.,--, 
which some Friends had attended. After the meeting an 
interpreter explained to the Quakers what the chief had 
said. With eloquence he had recommended that his people 
watch their conduct so as to please God; he had also 
thanked God for His kindness. It seemed to the Quakers 
that the chief's words had deeply affected the Indians. 
The Quakers were informed that such meetings were held· 
twice a day, morning and evening. Later Papunahung came 
to the Friends and asked for "religious conversation." 
He offered the Quakers gifts of furs because God had been 
generous to the Indians and they now wanted to share the 
bounty with their friends. At the end of the conference, 
when public gifts were distributed to the Indians, 
2
~rookes, 484-5. 
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. Papunahung refused the presents beciuse he had not come to 
do government business.25 
After the- conference Papun·ahung and a f_ew--tribes.men ' -- - ~ 
~ 1:..-' . 
Friends, attending Meetings, an4 visiting in their homes. 
,.,., t· .!. . 
d~e of these gatherings ~sin Benezet's home. He observed 
that although the English had talked little about religion 
to the Indians, many natives seemed deeply aware of God's 
presence. 26 
When the chief set out on his Journey back to 
,, ... , .. '° ..... -
Wyalusing, Anthony Benezet and Robert Parrish accompanied 
him as -far s Bethlehem. The message which Pa.punahung · 
sent bac with those Friends was similar to the first one: 
. 
nif you, and Friends ke~_p, near to the ;,ove which God has 
given you !n your Hearts, and if I keep to •.• the same 
Love ... our Love and Fellowship one Towards another 
will grow stronger and stronger."27 
Unrest returned in 1763 when Pontiac led his warriors 
into Pennsylvania. At about the same time the Paxton Boys, 
a band of Scotch-Irish ruffians from counties around 
Harrisburg, massacred some peaceful Indians near Lancaster 
and marched to Philadelphia, threatening to kill Moravian 
28 Indians who had sought refuge among the Quakers. 
25Ibid., 485-92. 
26Ibid 
. . ' 119, 488-90. 
27Ib1d., 120, 491-2. - ·-··-........ -. 
28Ib1d., 120 . 
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. . Renewal of hostilities stirred·Benezet to write 
, 
to Sir Jeffrey Amher~t, commander-in-chief of the British 
- ---·-· -- -- ·····- ---- _. --·-·---'----------~· . ~~-~ 
. . 
,~· . --·~:-··-·---· ---.. -._-----·--army., in North America. Benezet appeal~d for an end to 
i;·. 
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. l. fighting with the Indians. He insisted that the Indians 
· would be peaceable if"the English would stop cheating them· 
· · out of th·e1r land. 29 ~ 
Several of Benezet's pamphlets illustrate. his confi-
dence in and affection for the Indians. In the preface 
, ~enezet 
--------
• • 
to ·The Plain Path to Christian Perfection . 
cited the Indians' conversion to Christianity as an example 
of the existence of "true religion." After their sins 
.p 
had been pointed out to them, they· refused to fight 
against the English, even if it meant that gther Indians 
would enslave them. They had come to believe "that when 
God made men, he did not intend they should hurt or kill 
one another."30 Again, in The Plainess and Innocent 
Simplicity . . . , Benezet referred to Indians who became 
• 
aware of the1·r wrong-doings; turned to God, and refused to 
fight even when attacked and taken captive by their fellow 
Indians. 31 
Benezet was concerned with the colonists' ignorance 
of their Indian neighbors. Because they lived in close 
29 48 Ibid., 2 ff. 
30The Plain Path ... (Philadelphia, 1772), v. Same 
phrase used in "An A_ccount of the Behaviour & Sentiments ..•. " See above, 50. 
31The Plainess and Innocent Simplicity .•• (Phila-
delphia, 1782), 5-6. 
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proximity,· this was not. only ·unfo-rtunate but also potentially" 
_ qangerous. He att'empted to dispel _$ome myths through a 
·~.A- .............. _...__ ___ ~--..----.. - .. ---....-.J..-,...._ . ...._ ____ ._?f __ ._ - .!. - . - (; ..___.- - _,__ - _.._ --~ • __ ..___~- 1-_ __ -- -:- ------- --- - -- - -~--- -4--- _..__,.,._.. "\<>.,._ ..,__......_.., _____ L,-, >;----- ~-~........_.,_ - _. ~ - ~ 
· _, ·position, and· Character ·of the Indian· Natives· of this 
Continent, 32 in which he· examined various mis.con_ceptions 
about Indians. · Colonists accused them of cruelty and 
viciousness and claimed that -they were mentally, morally, 
and culturally inferior. Furthermore, when the beneficent 
white man attempted to improve the conditions of his 
degenerate brother, they repaid the efforts wit~ -ingrati-
tude. 33 
ThP, first settlers, continued Benezet, had lived in 
harmony with the natives because they had respected Indian 
,· 
rights. Since th~n the relationship had deteriorated to 
~ -~~ the point where most white men had forgotten that Indians, 
like themselves, were rational beings with souls. Those 
. 
. 
who degraded the I'ndian did so to justify "the prac_tice 
of unjust and cruel measures against them." Benezet 
asserted that the Indian mind was not inferior to that of 
the white man but "the apparent differE..nce in them, as 
well as in the Black People and us, arised principally 
from the advantages of our education, and manner of life." 
He also contended that natives were not nnaturally 
ferocious, treacherous, and ungrateful." This was true 
32(Philadelph1a, 1784). 
33Some Observations, 6-10. 
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only w~en. they ha!i been.provoked,~such as during the·Pequot 
{ Wars .in which the New England colonists slaughtered large 
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those remaining should retalia.te·. · Generally, however, 
Christian Indians refrained from getting involved in wars. 
. ' ·., 
M~~h of the wrong they did was the result ·of ilJ- ~reatment. ,,,_ 
'. 
Benezet condemned the use of alcohol to take advantage of 
the natives. Although he contended tha.t no mo~e crimes 
were committed under the influence of alcohol by Indians 
than by white men, inebriated Indians had been ruthless_ly 
cheated ou.t o~ their· property. -As a result of previous 
experience, it seemed obvious that the best way to protect. 
western settlers was to remain friendly with the~Indians. 
- ---- ---- - -------- --~------ -----------;-- _------::·.---·:-.- __ --;' ___ -----::---::--_--·:--------- .. 
The country's welfare could be promoted by civilizing· 
Indians, whereas great harm could result by their con-
tinued mistreatment.34 
' -=-:.~·-:-: ···•· ;._ -·; .. · .. -· - . ---.:-:-:-::-
l 
. . 
Once again Benezet aided an unfortunate people, 
giving generously of his time and money. Although an 
I . 
active member of the Friendly Association, his work did 
not stop when that organization ceased to function. Con-
cern for one's fellow men did not need a formal organization 
for expression. To carry the story of the Indians' plight 
to others who might not know about it or might not realize 
its gravity, he composed various pamphlets about Indians 
and directed letters ~o anyone who might alleviate the 
., 
34rt1a., 8, 23, 51-2. " 
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unpleasant conditions. Through the years he visited/. Indian 
-···--,-----·-·---. ------·-- -- ----- -·· -- . - -
. . 
. 
village~, each time taking with him the ·spirit of friend- · -~~~--·~~ \, "I . 
.. - - --· - . - -····· ... - -····- -·-···---------·-------·-·--····-·-----·--- ---- .. ·---·"' - . ---··· ··-·--···~- .......... , ---··---· -··-· -
.ship ·and. brot·herhood which had characterized William Penn I s 
. . -
. . 
. ' . . . ~ ~) . . 
Indian policy. 
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CHAPTER V 
·Benezet and the Black People 
- - ; -
- -, 
------"' ---
-, . - ----'----- -·-··· . . - -
..,. . 
- ,--- •-. -· - __ , · .. -: 
. . Just as American Quakers had to work out -their own c., 
~ ,----~--~-,--··----,----... ''. -~~~- .--, .... ··------..-~- .---------· 
-solution--·-to--~tlie- fn-dian···i:i~rob-fem";--~they ... ·~ha;a--to-~-res~oive· the· · ·", 
I 
.,_ .. , 
.slavery question with little or no· aid from London 
Friends.- Although English Quakers had become aware of 
. . ' 
- ' the inhuman treatment of slaves as early as 1671, when 
. 
' 
\ George Fox visited Barbados, for most of them it remained-
, 
an intellectual problem because they had no first-hand ~ 1 I • 
encounters with it. For this reason, English Friends 
...,, 
could offer no practical advice. It remained for 
colonial Quakers to work out a solution, with leadership 
being assumed by Philadelphia Quakers. 
Initially, Pennsylvania Quakers accepted slavery as 
readily as non-Quakers because it provided inexpensive 
and badly-needed labor. Colonial Pennsylvania's diversi-
fied arrd growing economy demanded a large number of workers . 
The colony's acute labor s9ortage could be eased some~_ 
what by slaves and indentured servants. Numerous Quakers, 
- - -- - ---- ·-· --incl u d 1 n g W i 11 i am Penn, owned slaves, and a number of 
Quaker merchants were involved in the slave trade. 1 
1Albert C. Applegarth, Quakers in Pennsylvania, 
Johns Hopkins University, Studies inliistorical and Political Science, 10th ser., VIII-IX {Baltimore, 1892), 67. 
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The evils of slavery, when first introduced into the-
colony, were not immediately apparent. Even Quakers, who 
--~mph·asi·zed· -th·e· ·e·quality·-·-or-·-a: 11·---m·e n·-- be r-c,.-re-·-·0011-;-·--s aw·· -no 
inconsistencies between ··their religion and slavery .because-· 
,- ....... 
. 
equality. At first Negro slaves and white indentured 
servants received similar treatment~ Soon, however, 
differences in their cultural. bac·kgrounds. and- required 
lengths of service caused distinctions. · S-o'ine Quakers saw 
injustices in slavery an.d emphasized the responsibility of 
·Quaker masters to treat their slaves kindly and to, provide 
for their re~igious and moral well-being. During the next 
seventy-five _years the Society moved slowly from supporting 
slavery to advoca_ting its abolition. Because the Society 
required unanimity before issuing a general rule, their 
. 
pos.ition on slavery evolved. in logical steps from opposing 
importation, then bu~ing and selling slaves, then holding 
•, , 
,~ '"!'" .• 
slaves, and finally to abolishing slavery within the 
Socie~y. Each step was first made subject to advice and 
then to discipline. The final step, ~f course, was_the 
. 2 
movement for abolition among non-Quakers. 
One of the first protests against slavery came from 
the Germantown Meeting in 1688. In The Protest of the 
German Friends Against Slavery, they presented straight-
forward arguments basic to anti-slavery literature. N.o 
2Herbert Aptheker, "The Q.uakers and, Negro Slaver/," 
Journal of Negro History, XXV (1940), 362 . 
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one, they contended,· wanted to .be a ·-slave, and a Negro had 
' 
as· much~ .right to l.iberty as anyone else.-- Liberty of. 
.., 
.. •
ev11· doers which is anoth'er· ,ca·s,e ." They· argued that . ~' ~- ~ . ... 
· .,/I __ :_-··-------· _~----~-.:..-----....--s--1a·ve·ry was ·- u·n-c't1r1s t 1arr·-~a:n·a- ·-·v 1-61:at e-a· ·-tn e · uoaraeJn~- Ru.I e~---a na-~-~~~r.--~-------·--·: 
.. 
' 
.. 
- -stressed the immorality ·of taki·ng a man against his will 
-r --· 
·, . 
and separating him from his family . Ho~ wotild a pacifist· 
. Quaker master respond to a slave revolt·? Condoning 
slavery violated the Quaker image and ma~e a bad impre_ssion 
on Quakers and other Christians elsewhere. They concluded 
., 
that slaves 'should be freed so that the evil would not 
-
conti.r.iue, and sent the protest to the Monthly and Quarterly 
Meetings. Finally, the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting judged 
the matter "not to be so proper for this Meeting as to 
give a positive judgment in the case, it having so general 
a relation to so many.other parts, and therefore at 
present they forebear it. 11 Although the protest contained 
i 
most arguments later used against slavery, the Society 
f . 
was not ready to accept them now. Quaker slaveholders in 
Pennsylvania were few, but the Yearly Meeting did not want 
to antagonize them and upset community stability. Also, 
it did not want to offend Friends in other colonies whose 
livelihood depended on slaves.3 
In 1696 the Yearly ~eeting advised Friends not to 
participate in the slave trade and suggested that they take 
'. /) 
'\, 
3w1111s Duke Weatherford, American Churches and the 
Negro (Boston, 1957), 55-6. 
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. ' their· slaves to Meetings or provide privat.e religious· 
instruction ·ror them. Quake~s believed.that manumission 
- -·-·----- -~-------·· :·--------··--- . (!'OUld not be coris·1a·ei;ea· until -a ·-s·i-ave-···k:new his Christian 
---~· ._ .. _____ .... 
duty. Penn reiterated the Quakers' religious obligation .in 
< 
C orice a month and_ that slaves· be taken to First Day Meetings • 
. .... Friends, however, were less than diligent in providing for 
,~-- .. 
. either the educational or religious well-being of their · 
......... , 
slaves. Spec·1a1 Meetings were held for a short time and 
' . .. 4 
·then ceased until the 1750's . .-. 
For over· a decade. no real discussi·on of the slavery 
· issue occurred in Meetings although the Quaker Assembly 
passed various prohibitive duties, first in 1700, and 
again in 1705 and 1710. In 1711 they prohibited importa-
tion. · Whenfui1s law was disallowed, they passed a pro-
hibitive tax which was also disallowed. Since political 
action had failed, the problem was again thrown back on 
the Society. The Chester Quarterly Meeting raised the 
question at the 1711 Yearly Meeting. In the following 
year the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting appealed to London 
for advice. The London Yearly Meeting avoided a direct 
" response by telling them to work out a policy and then 
submit it for approval. English Quakers did not.- want to 
arouse a controversy at this time because they sought the 
right of affirmation from the English government, and an 
4uames, People, 110. 
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unt.1mely anti-slavery campaign coul·d Jeopardize their 
" 
· ·position since the slave trade was increasingly important 
</ 
to England's economy. Receipt of the· Asiento by· the Trea··ty 
·-----'"--'---~--,---
~-·----..--~-·--------·--- -·---· ··--·-·--· ,--.·-·---·- ·--·------ ...... , .. , ____ ,, ----. ---- --·- - -- ____ ,,_ -----. ... -- - - --- -- . ---~- ·--· - - . -- - - - ---· ---- ---- - -- --- - - -~ - ----- __ .. _______________________ ... ' ·- ' . ~-- ' 
···· i _ , of Utrecht in t~e· ro1·1owing year ~acle it- fool·hardy to a,rgue_ · ~ ·' . -. n\ 
. 
-
.J • • 
• ,. . 
. 
. 
' . a._ .• '·\ 
' ' 5 ·. . . ' 
.· for p rohi'b 1 t ior1._0J~ ___ J;h.Et __ _s la,te ___ ._trade_~----------,-~-----------------·-·-·-= ... -·:····'--~.-~--~ ---·------~--------.. ,~. ---=;-·--··-··-------·---,-------· - -~.,-~-----~--~----··~···....-----. -· ·-. ,j, -- - ,..... ,--- -~:-··, --,-~ -
• 
' 
. 
. 
,J ' 
• \Having received no dir~ction fr~ London, the P~ila-
- · delphia-~arly Meeting igrlored the issue. Many Quakers 
.. 
who supported the slave trade held influential positions in 
' . 
the Meetings. When William Southeby, a leading critic Qf 
slavery, agitated for a pronouncement, he was threatened 
with disownment .. ---~he Chester Meeting rais~d the issue in 
1715, and the Yearly Meeting tried to please all members 
by recommending that Friends r.efrain from the slave trad·e, ~-~ 
treat their slaves kindly, and not censure slave-holding 
Quakers. Dissatisfied with this conciliatory pronounce-
),.·., ., ... - .. 
ment, Chester Meeting raised the ques~ion again at the next 
--· Yearly Meeting, only to be reprimanded for being too 
persistent. As far as the Yearly Meeting was concerned, 
the issue had been settled. No mention ·of slavery occurred 
,.J 
in Meetings for another decade. This generation of Quakers 
lacked its predecessor's zeal and was highly sensitive to 
any criticism. It quickly suppressed anyone who disrupted 
'\ __ - 6 the Society's _unity. 
5Auguste Jouns, The Quakers as Pioneers in Social Work (Thomas Kite Brown, Jr., trans., New York, 191!'), 205. 
6James, People, 120; Thomas E. Drake, Quakers and Slavery in America, Yale Historical Publication: Miscellany, LI {New 'Haven, Conn., 1950), 25-9. 
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· The decade of silence ended with the·activities of·: 
' _.\,• 
·-
_ Ra·l p h Sandiford and Benjami~ Lay. Sandiford, an English 
' . 
. ,.. 
-------~~~.·==· =-···_. _Quaker __ m:erchant-, .a.rr1ved----1-n--Ph-11a4-e-lf)h-ia-1rl 1729-arid--was---~----~. ··..... · 
. 
. 
.'. ,· soon repullsed by slave dealings out·side his. ·shop. · · In. . ... --. 
~-- _: ----·---· --~r--~~.---,~--~~·-.-~respo·r1se h-e···wr·ot.e .... Mys·t·e·ry- ·or· Itliqui ty·: · It1·····a·-·B·r1·e·r ··Examina---···-- ·- r -··- .. ·. ---------~-
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,, 
tion ·6f the ~~actices of the Times, ·using-standard argu-
ments against slavery but concluding that slave-keeping 
.... ' 
' in·dicated a spiritual lack by the masters. Whe·n the 
-
-~ ·- '/ 
Yearly Meeting refused to approve his book, Sandiford 
took it to Benjamin Franklin who agre·ed to publish it but 
-without the publisher's name on the title page. Sandiford 
• was severely ct•ticized by conservative Quaker leaders, 
~ ~ ' 
and objections to the book forced him to leave Philadelphia. 
rr. the second edition he appea~ed to the London Yearly 
~./ 
· Meeting, which had in 1727 advised against'importation of 
slaves. Because he had revived a forbidden topic, 
Sandiford had many enemies, but he continued his campaign 
until his death at the age of forty in 1733.7 
Encouraged by San~iford's frrusade, the Chester 
Quarterly Meeting renewed its protest at the Yearly 
Meeting in 1729 and presented a new argument: instead of 
protesting slave importation, they argued against buying 
\ 
and selling slaves because separating families was immoral. 
The 1730 Yearly Meeting finally suggested that Friends use 
7Roberts Vaux, Memoirs of the Lives of Ben~amin fuay & R91Kh Sandiford ••. (Philaa'elphia, 18l5T; 63-; Dra e, -3 . 
. .. · 
- ~--~---~-_:_ - -- . - - -
• .. --,_- • .,a'., ... : .:"' •... -:--:--. . •. 
' ' 
··.···· , ...... _ ...... . 
caution in purchasing slaves and repeat"ed.·this advice· ·iri 
-1736 and 1737. By 1743 queries sent to local Meetings 
~-·"'·" 
66 
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- ~ · .. 
- included a quest19n on impo:r;ating _an~ ~uy1~~ -~!~!~~-!. ~_ut ___ !! __ -_;___..;.~---:--1 was still n~t ;-d1s~i~lina; orrence. 8 - --··----,- . 
Sandiford •·s crusade was taken up by a little hunch-
------------- - - -- - ------ -· ----, .. -----.. ----·---------· ....::.-----+---- -~-_---
,-·-----·-,-·.·, -~ -+-•~-.-•·' ... ~ • -·-· • 
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backed Quaker named Benjamin La~ who was ~,ertainly ·~ccentric .. · 
· -and perhaps mentally unbalanced. . Upon expulsion from the 
Society of Friends in Eng·land, he went to Barbados and got 
I into trouble for speaking against -slavery. In 1731 he· 
arrived in Philadelphia, made Sandiford~s acquaintance, 
and promptly critic:L .. z_ed. ~lave-holding ~uakers. He blamed 
' 
the Society for Sandiford's ea~ly death. In 1737 he per-
suaded Benjamin Franklin to publish his All Slave Keep.era, 
.-
. That.Keep the Innocent in Bondage, Apostate 
• • • , a -- -- -- ------- -------~-----
' 
' 
~-~-.:-:-~-:--_--·-·-:-··;--~---·----:-··;--;---::---5 ----~-:','·-:·-=-:·--:-:--:-:-:-----·... - '\··-·---·- :· - .. . ' 
rambling, poorly-written tirade against slavery. Again~ 
,, ' \, 
Franklin protected himself by failing to indicate the 
publisher. Lay was expelled from all Meetings he attended 
and was publicly disowned in 1738. For the next twenty 
years he lived quietly in a cave near Abington. Just 
before his death in 1759, he heard of the Philadelphia 
Yearly Meeting's decision in 1758 to disown members who 
. 9 bought and sold slaves. 
Although Sandiford and Lay antagonized many Quakers 
by their radicalism, they made it impossible to ignore 
8James, People, 124, 129-30. 
9vaux, Lay & Sandiford, 16-37; Drake, 43-6. 
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--~,~---·· . ______ slavery as the Society had previously done. ·By mid~century 
anti-slavery feeling ·among Quakers had grown and new 
" . 
-leaders, most notably. John Woolman and An-thony Benez~t, 
~------· ------·----~•-·
·-•·------·•••·-·•r••-••·•-•••·• .. -.,-~,--'" •• ., ••• •••-•- • ·•>•-,- -·,,•••••·•-·-- ... ~ ·-••,··-·•·• ••• •·•••-••-••-
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w~re more persuasive. than Sandifordkand Lay .. In.-the ·early. 
~ . . 
1750 1 s Woolman visited Meetings.throughout the colonies 
------=~ . . ~---· .. ------~--- - ' . ' . - .. .. - . --· -· ··- .... 
(• . .. 
MS, . . 
· quietly pointing out the sinfulness· of slavery and in41- · ,· ... ~, 
eating that slaveholding might bring-punishment from God. 
:..., . ·~ .::-· . .- . . .- .. 
In 1754 he presented Some Observations on the Keeping of 
·Negroes· •.. , written in 1743, to the Overseers of the. 
Press of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, one of whom.was 
Anthony Benezet. The Meeting approved and published the 
• 
pamphlet at its own expense. Copies went to American 
Meetings as well as to English Friends, and no.earlier 
anti~slavery wri~ing had been so well received. 10 
Collapse of the Holy Experiment caused soul-searching 
among Philadelphia Quakers. It seemed as if propaecies of 
puni~hment for slave-holding were coming true. ·After the 
I 
Philadelphia Yearly M~eting ordered its members to ·with-
draw from office in 1754, the Society introspectively 
examined its re.lationship to society as a whole. When ~ 
·Woolman spoke out against slavery at the Yearly Meeting 
that September, it decided to exclude slave purchasers 
from positions of influence in the Society and to refuse 
their contributions, emphasizing that greed caused people 
to buy_ and sell slaves. At W~olman's suggestion, committees 
J· 
10Drake, 55. 
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·Visited slaveholdtng'Quakers to effect their conversion. 11 
Benezet 's · concer:an with slavery began in · ~tl~-----~~~~y-~~_,---· ___ .--,--_,---___ --· ·----~--- ·- -- - -·- - - .----~------- ---------------- -. -----~---------·-· ---····-----------------------·- --- - - -- ·- --
. I 1750's. ~_He read books about AfricB:,.accou,nts of the slave-
trade, an:d horrifyin·g reports. on conditions under whi-ch 
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slaves existed. In addition, he sought out black _people-
' 
. 
. ~ in Philadelphia and talked with them·about their voyages . 
~ 
from Africa and their experiences since· arriving iri the ,. 
. 
~c.olonies. · He doubtless spent many hours in o-onversation 
~ith his friepds Lay, Sandiford, and Woolman. 
··~· ... , 
.: .. ··-·:_ . '. ' .... 
In the January 1754 Philadelphia Monthly Meet ipg', 
Benezet read the epistle prepared by Woolman at the 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting's request, for s~mission to 
the Virginia Yearly Meeting. The Philadelphia Yearly· 
'F -· 
Meeting adopted the ep:tstle in September .. Unlike earlier 
epistles, this one was direct and to the point. 12 
Several years later Benezet brought out his first 
pamphlet on the subject, Observations on the Inslaving •. 
published in Germantown in 1759. He reminded colonists of 
their sympathy for fellow colonists enslaved by Indians, 
and he suggested that they might feel the ~ame way about 
Negroes whom they held as slaves. He reiterated Woolman's 
warning that Quakers' current problems could quite possibly 
be punishment for their persistent wrong-doings, the most '"' 
serious of which, he felt, was slavery. 
11rb1ct. ;· 55, 61. 
. , 
12Janet Whitney, John Woolman: American Quaker (Boston, 1942), 192-4. 
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· Benezet's research was extensive. .He cited William 
Bosman, factor for the Dutch African Company; John Barbot,_ 
~ 
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·agent-e;eneral of' the French Royal -African Company; a , · 
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~hiladelphiag, descrtbed as-"~ Person of .Candou~ and un-
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Joseph Randal, author of Book· of Geoiraphy (1744). From 
- ,, . 
J 
, them he learned .of the cruel ways of' ens laving Negroes. 
-I 
------,,,------~-~-~. f' !hey were stolen or sold by their own relatives or·. 
_,,;_. ,. r1 
neighbors. All accounts mentioned that Europeans encouraged 
Africans t6 war with one another sd that they dbuld obtain 
more prisoners of war to sell- as slaves. 13 
·In this essay Benezet organized some arguments 
against slavery which reappeared in subsequent pamphlets. 
He stressed slavery's inconsistency with the Gospels, with 
natural justice and feelings of humanity, and because it· 
broke up families, it was "offensive to God the Father of 
14 
all Mankind." 
. . Benezet knew the defences offered by proponents of 
the slave trade. Since Negroes were slaves in their own 
country, continuing their dondition did not seem wrong. In 
; ' fact, their lot was actually improved by introducing them 
to Christianity, even at the cost of their freedom. 
Generally, owners in the colonies treated them better than 
those in Africa. And finally, what Benezet considered the 
13observati~ns on the Inslaving .•. , 3-6. 
14rbict., 7, 
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. ·- poorest excuse of. all: since ot~er people were involved in· ' 
. I -
. the slave trade, slave merchantrs saw no reason why they . · 
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B~ne.zet I s next an.ti-slavery pamphlet, A Short·· __ Ac~(?\~JJ~--- _________ . ·_:_. ---·0
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It showed 
;·,' 
' 
the evils of slavery, which led_ people to ignore their 
· duty to God and _their fellow men, went against____ll~~~,t.~u~r~e~a~n~d~~~~-~-1 ~ 
. social ties, and caused war. Benezet quickly dispatched 
. 
' the -standard pro-slavery arguments by accounts of Afric .. an 
~ experiences. It had become evident, ~e said, that 
Europeans instigated tribal wars in Af~ita. The great 
increase in these wars began when the slave trade started 
·' because Europeans paid Negro tribes to fight and thereby 
obtain prisoners of war. Negroes were not ignorant 
savages, and their simple dress and lives suggested no 
16 less intelligence than that of white people. 
After discussing slavery's unchristia~ity, Benezet ~ 
' 
noted in England and America growing awareness of the 
· inconsistencies of slavery and indignation against the 
institution. He quoted from George Wallis' A System or 4 
-----the Principles of the Law of Scotland: "If this Trade 
admits of a moral or rational Justification, everry Crime, 
even the most atrocious, may be just.ified. 1117 
15rbict., 7-8. 
16short Account 
. 17Ibid., 22. __ 
• • • (Philadelphia, 1762), 8-11. 
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Using the Golden -Rule, Ben·ezet asked his readers to ' . 
. abando~ ~he slave trade and slavery. Again he emphasized 
=---------_the __ me.rce.nacy .. mot.ives-----Wh-i-ch-- -p-r-event-ed- --a--- s1·avehel-de-r----f rom-
. . •, 
I' 
.... -· ·--=-ii •,' 
- .. __ , -', .. - ·-··'· - . . - -. . . 
.. 
fl 
·rreein_g· his s·1aves. o; course, Beneze_t admitted that 
,-··"'·--·- ···1 
selves; but those capabl·e or· self-suffici·ency- s·hould be · 
.. 18 freed. 
n a pos script Be.nezet dealt with Negro docility 
. 
· and apparent intillectual. inferierity and suggested that ' / 
Jo the Negro's depressed state affected his ·aisposition and 
~ intelligence. Employed in the lowest_ Jobs and offered no 
opportuni_ty _ for improving themselves, Negroes became dis-, 
couraged. Wealth, esteem, and honor motivate men, but. 
black men had no chance to exRress these motives. Even 
freed Negroes remained handicapped by their color. Their 
failure to complain indicated no dearth of things about 
which to complain, bu.t rather an inability to speak- English 
until long after their arrival. Also they quickly learned 
that white people paid them no attention. 19 
Benezet wrote A Caution ·and a Warning . . . to make 
- --------
better known the evils of slavery. Although people 
generally understood the rights of man, those of black 
...... people were ignored and slavery continued. Happily, 
< .. Benezet observed, more people seemed aware of the evils 
18Ibid., 26-7. 
19Ib1d., 51-6. 
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and the wr1t:1ngs about th.em. To -those who had not seen · 
· the ,Negro in his ·own land, he seemed "naturally insensible. 
_did the Negro no favor by enslaving ,him. His own 1.and .-
j,· ,-.. 
. -...... r, ....; -=--:·.'~ 
!- . 
·• .
~--, cOuicf pI'OdUCe-a Sood 11:re:-an:a.- in support, BeneZet quoted . . .·· . . . . . .... 
M. Adafnson 1 s 1754 a'ccou~t of Goree and Senegal on the .,~ 
"\, - -
'\ 
beauty and productivity of.Africa. He concluded that the··· 
a;..._-~-~,-------------~--------,----~--~------~--~---,---~~---------~-
----··"- --· - -
nat ives •· disposition and the land's bounty could h~ve---
' benefited from contact with European culture if Europearis 
., had been truly Christ1.an. Instead the invaders gave 
Africans guns and ammunitions and encouraged wars, thus 
producing evils which accompany war~ Native rulers no· 
longer protected their people; instead they did whatever 
was most profitable. Benezet gave examples of abuses and· 
evils, such as burning towns to get slaves and kidnapping 
. - ·-- - . , - . - ·- -
-
children; he also told of inhuman conditions on slave,. 
ships and measures used to put down slave uprisings. 20 
Benezet recounted the beginning of English involve-
ment in the slave trade. In 1563 Elizabeth instructed 
Hawkins not to carry off any natives against their will, 
I 
an order he promptly disobeyed. Even in the early days, 
·- however, some, such as Richard Baxter and George Fox, 
opposed slavery. Now, according to the Liverpool Memoran-
dum Book (1753) and Anderson's History of Trade and Commerce 
(176~) approximately 100,000 slaves came into the American 
20A Caution and a Warning ... (Philadelphia, 1766)~ 
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·. colonies each fear. 
' . 
·. 
. 
. '7 . As··? Ben ez et· pointed out, to this~ figure 
must be added those whc5 died on the voyages and in the 
batt·l·:es·~·-·· -,;·Benezet .. ··--cc5n·c·1ud~e:a····t1i1s·- ·sect 1on--Wi t·h-·-.·a·"-s eve re 
. .·_, 
moral indictment: 
. . . , 
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---~· .. ----··--·--- - ----- - Whoeve-r ·,toes, by. unjust force. or . 
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violence, deprive another '"of his Liberty; and, while he has him in his power, reduces him, by cruel· 
·treatment, to such a condition as 
,; 
. ;r~· , .... 
,,.. . . , e v 1 Q en t lY~- e n_dange_r.s .. __ his. ---ll.f e ,...--a.nnad,__-~,---...,~_,......._.......,...---,---~-',..a., . .__. .:_,,_·· ·~--1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~-~t~h~e event occasions his death, is 
..... . ,. 
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- -- -.. - ---
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act.ually guilty of murder. 21 ------ ---- - - --· -·----.. Jt •. -----· _ ... -,.- ........ . 
After· ,mentioning so~e horrors as told by those who 
su~vived "seasoning" and ""slave rebellions in the West 
Ipdian islands, Benezet criticized the insensitivity of 
Parliament and the English people for allowing these crimes 
against humanity to continue:-
Britons boast themselves to be a generous, humane people, who have a. true sense of the importance of Libertyj but is this a true character, 
whilst that barbarous, savage Slave-Trade, with all its attendant horrors, 
receives countenance and protection from the Legislature, whereby so many thousands are yearly sacrificed.22 
Some Historical Account of Guinea • • • was Benezet 1 s 
most extensive exposition on slavery. Again he wrote for 
' those who had not seen other published pamphlets. Basically, 
he included the same ideas and examples used in his other 
anti-slavery writings, but he offered more illustrations 
of the horrors of the slave trade and a more detailed 
2 1rbid., 31: 
22Ib1d., 32-3. 
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,:o-involvement · in the ·slave t·rade ,_ a-0c9unts of voyages from 
,._ 
Africa and descriptions of slaves' treatment in the " . 
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Bene?et rebuffed th~ .. argument that Negro enslavement -
was permissible because they would have been slaves in 
th.eir own land. -Since Europeans looked upon Africans .as . 
barbarians, tpey shoul_d not fo.llow barbaric practices.. As 
Chriijtians, they should provide a better example for 
heathens. 24 
.The pamphlet included a quotation from Montesquieu: 
It /slavery is neither useful to -the .. 
master nor slave; to the slave, because 
he can do nothJ_ng through principle· (or 
. virtue), to the master because he con-
tracts with his slave all sorts of bad 
habits, insensibly accustoms himself to 
want all moral virtues .... 25 
Benezet contended that the truth of this statement was 
quickly proven when the English became slaveholders. 
, High mortal_ity among Negroes brought to the American 
colonies deeply concerned Benezet. Survival of six out of 
ten slaves in Jamaica was considered good. If a slave 
23some Historical Account of Guinea ... {Philadel-
phia, 1771). See detailed table of contents. 
24Ib1d. , 69. 
25rbid., 73. 
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;:_ . - --- - - ·J.-U,ed eight or nine years, the master ·ccmsidered. himself 
: __ .. , .. - -.--- ---· 
rt; 
~f. 
~Tt' 
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.lucky. Iri his 1761 acco_unt of North America, Thomas -
~ ~ f · ---------·--------~-···--·~err.e_ry ___ de_seribed.-.the inhuman donditions of slave -ex1-st-ene-e-~ .. --.----,--a 
.. . -. . · ~nd "their in1sery, which ends only .with their lives .".26 .· .· 
. ' 
/ 
· Bep_~_z_e.t · _re_a_li.zed. _that ____ talk~ahout_ .. the .. ho.r-roPs-----ot .. : _______ --------·~---~~· ~.,._.;:_....,,----'F"-'!'-.J- .·- ,; . -· --:--,. -- . . -
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~ 
· ·}1 , slav~_cy accomplished) nothing~:unless viable solutions were 
· :effered for ending the injustice. Sen~ing Negroes back 
to Afric 
foreign ·to them.·. ·oiving them immediate freedom was unwork-
able because they were "qndisciplined . . . in religion ""' 
arid virtue."· He presented a four-point program· for gradual 
abolition of slavery.· First, prohibition c5f importation; 
, ..... ~ 
next, freedom for those curr,ently enslaved '' after serving. 
, . 
so long as may appear equita'Hlle," whereupon they would be 
free by law. Each slave so freed··ahould register wtth 
the county court and reside for a certain number of years 
.. 
under supervisi~n of the Overseers of the Poor. Finally,.-~---
'·' 
wher7 enough land existed, as in the South, Negro families 
should receive a parcel which they could improve. He 
.. . 
concluded that: 
-~ 
If under proper regulations, liberty 
was proclaimed through the colonies, 
the Negroes, from a dangerous grudging 
half fed slaves, might becom~ able 
willing minded Labourers.27 
26Ibid., 87, 92. 
27Ib1d., 138-9, 143. 
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In Benezet•s three other a~ti-slavery ~alllphiets-, 28 he 
p·resented similar argiline.nts and examples. He reiterated 
____________ ....,.....· ~IJ~J~-----<Jo.d blesse~ tho.Se .. who.pract.ic.ed. ·1ov.e .. and:---Just-ie-e--.;---~~-,--'------"-
therefore, Americans should reconsider their actioris -~nd· .. 
-
. # .. 
. ' 
. 
- \ 
-
, 
' .... •·; 
-~--------·----.: ____ - ---------~~~---~~---d-~.sist ... f'rom--·maki-ng----s-lave-s-~-~of-·-men-~ - Many-p·eop1-e-~too1c--~-~i-a·v:eey··· -~ · ___ ·-----·---- · --. ' 
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-.· 
.for granted because they,.were us~~ to· seeing ·this cruelty 
and it 1 no longer.seemed-horrible to them. Benezet praised 
ius" .of Negroes wl10 had 11 as-grea 
variety of Talents equally 'capable of improv·ement. 1129 -
Benezet sugg~sted that God's wrath would be visited not 
only on slave traders, but also on· slave holders: "Men 
c·~buyers are exactly,.on a level with men s.tealers.n30· He 
considered ~lave holders guilty because their demands 
perpetuated the evil. Lives of sla~ders could be as 
easily ruined as those of their slaves because sloth, 
idleness, pride, cruelty, and lasciviousness were the 
;~ . 
"natural produce of SLAVERY. n 3l 
Benezet's writings received wide distribution, in 
some cases being reprinted several times in England and 
other co1o·n1es and being trans lated into French or German. 
28short Observations on Slavery ... (/Philadelphia, 17~0~); Notes on the Slave Trade, etc. (Phil'adelphia, 1781); 
an he Case of Our Fellow-Creatures, the Oppressed Africans 
•. -:--(Philaqelphia, 1784). 
29short Observations ... , 2-4, 11. 
30Notes on the Slave Trade, etc., 6. 
3lshort Observations ... , 12. 
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A first sign ·of tne ~ extension of anti-slavery activity 
beyond.thJ S~ciety in London was the reprinting of 1560 
---- .. ---··-··- ---· --·------- ----~~.------ --- ·- ·--·----···"· .. ·-···· ....... --·-· -·····-······---------
cop 1 es of Benezet.1 s Observations on the Inslaving . • • 
' . . 
. i' ' 
-~-in 1767 at the sug_gestion· of the Philadelphia Meeting fo-r -. 
: .. ' ... 
., 
-.-.--.... -. 
_; . j 
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Suffering. They were- d~stributed to members or Parlia-
.. - 32 
ment. 
While Benjamin Franklin was . in London, Benezet sent· 
ti 
some tracts to him, asking· him to get the slavery question 
presented to Parliament·~ He realized that thos'e 11 who -· sell 
their country and their God for gold"· would oppose such 
.action.33 Franklin·had excerpts from Benezet•s article.s .c 
reprinted in the London Chronicle. At Benezet•s suggestion. 
Franklin met with Granville Sharp, an English anti-slavery 
advocate. Franklin cooperated with Sharp in pushing for 
abolition of the slave trade.34 
Benezet learned of Sharp's interests through the 
latter's pamphlet, A Representat1·on of the Injustice and 
Dangerous Tendency of Admitting the Least Claim of Private 
- ----- -- --- --- - ----
' Property in Men, published in 1769. No sooner had a copy 
32Alan M. Rees, "English Friends,;~nd the Abolition of 
the British Slave Trade," Friends Historical Association, 
Bulletin, XLIV (1955), 76. 
33Michael Kraus, Intercolonial Aspects of American 
Culture on the Eve of the Revolution .·, . , Columbia 
Uni vers 1 ty, Studies in History, Economics, and Publ.ic Law, 
No. 302 (New York & LOndon, 1928), 57. 
34Brookes, 88. 
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. :.'. ~- .,: - . . or· this work fallen into tbe Quaker 1.s hang tha·n he abridged. _·.: __ ~_: ___ a.~,----·-~-
. it and had it _printed_ in Philadelphia. In 1772 he wrote to·_ :· , · 
' 
. r--
- --~---:---··--S_ha rp ____ t:!,~5)l_o giz_ing ______ for ____ she ___ ab ridgmen_t ; _____ thie __ let tJ3 ~ ___ l)_ega n· ·-=a=--------,-_:,,:--,,.;.,......,-,.:~~-
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c,o rresp on d enc e wh:ich continued regularly until the Revolu- · 
. 
.. 
men were _ impressed with one ·another's work ·-and had ea.en · 
other's writings reprinted in their respective countries. 35 
cern with the education of black people.· In 1750 he 
established an evening school for Negroes, which he con-
... 
-
_ ducted fo-r ,twenty years. During this period_ he· tried ·to·" 
J persuade the Society of Friends to establish a school for 
' ' Negro children, which it finally did ·in 1770. Finding 
-
/ ~ teachers, competent or otherwise, generally presented a 
I' 
,. continual problem for Quakers; to staff a Negro school 
' 
. .....__ 
was virtually impossible. In 1782 the school was t~reatened 
with extinction until Benezet resigned from his girls' 
school and became headmaster of the Negro school. He 
remained there until his death in 1784.36 \ 
·, 
' . 
During the several decades in which Benezet was 
pub-lishing his pamphlets, the crusade· agtinst slavery 
advanced, certainly inspired to a great degree by the 
35sharp 's fame increased 1• in America after he won the 
Somersett Case in 1772. Justice Mansfield declared the 
runaway slave, James Somersett, to be a free man because 
there was no law in England allowing slavery. Brookes, 86-7. 
36Ibid. , 45-50. 
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-Quaker- sehoolmaste~'s · w:ri;tings. - · Throughout.,~ .. :the 176'0' s and 
. . ' 
1770 1 s many instances· of· "dealings_~ with off'·ending Quakers 
. ' 
· th~· proposal for abolition_ arous.ed little ·or no opposition 
·-----------------~" --· ···· .·· ·.-· .. <f'rom··.··members because.····s 1.a ve ... lioldTng ··.Quakerslhad-be·en ..... 
.. 
• 
exclu~ed -from leadership. When the Philadelphia Yearly 
Meeting abolished slavery·in 1776, many non-Quaker~ had 
take~ up the anti-slavery.· crusa·d~. Liberal ideas of the 
American Revolution soon attracted non-Quakers to the .-
~. . . . .:. · ... _,., -
-- ..... 
...,/ .< . 
-----
." , 
. . 
movement. Natural rights arguments added to ·religious · 
ones and gave the crusade a wider appeal.37 
l"W'"''•"" 
The first anti-slavery society, the Society for the 
Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Held in Bondage, was 
formed,'lfon April 14, 1775, at Philadelphia's Sun Tavern. 
Most members were Friends. Four meetin·g~ were held in 
' 
.1775, and then the organization's activities ceased until 
1784 because of the war. The anti-slavery movement was 
the only radi~al_~activity in which Quakers engaged during 
the Revolutionary period. but even this interest lagged 
when they faced other problems. During the interim 
efforts of individual Quakers such as Anthony Benezet kept 
the' movement alive. In 1784 the Rules and Regulations of· 
the Society for the Relief of Free Negroes • • • was 
published, and regular meetings were held until April 1787 
when a new constitution was drawn up, aimed at abolition, 
37nrake, 74-5. 
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. Assembly proposed gradua-1 abolition -of' slavery, the first . ,. . --~ ....... -
... 
such act in--··America. Some a·rgtied strongly--· against ·the 
L---___._:_____:......_:__---9-al-!-J~-e-!9ta-r~~~na~N-ei~crers---w-e re not ca l?ab 1 e of hand 11 ng 
........ ;:.. .... ' -
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f'-reedom and· that ·such a move wou1·,1· offeticf ·othe~····~-tat.~s--· --··--··-····-.-------;- ~-r· 1 
t 
. L 
r ~ 
!.: 
and would jeopardize chances for union. The objections 
. 
. 
. were--~overcome largely thr~ugh efforts of Philadelphia 
- . Quakers and particularly Anthony Benezet. He talked to 
\.< 
L every Assembly member prior to the voting, and the bill "" r 
. . f passed by J4 to 2r.J9 - · · · .·. · ... ~-.-. ~... . .. ···- .. ··········· ... ,. ·.-···· ... ················· ··r 
\. 
. Benezet influenced a number· of young people to become 
' concerned with slavery. William Dillwyn, one of his former 
pupils,, led the New Jersey abolition movement. In 1774 he 
presented a Quaker petition to the New Jersey Assembly 
which resulted in a proposed increase of the import duty 
on slaves. The Council, however, rejected the new law. 
Two former black students, Richard Allen and Absolam Jones, 
founded the Free African Society in 1787, which for the 
. next decade aimed to improve conditions of blacks in 
Philadelphia. Although not one of Benezet's students, 
38rb1d., 90-1. 
39Drake, 86; William Frederick Poole, Anti-Slave~ · Opinions Before the Year 1800 (Cincinnati, 0., 1873) ,. 5 .-- ..... ~ 
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. -influence .. Benezet encourag-ed Rush to write· ·out 'his .. 
. ,r:-. . -·'···· . 
. .... 
thoughts-~orl·--·-s-la·ve!'Y·,·-·--wh-±c-h-·-appea-red-····1n···.····1-7,2--·as---An··-··-A-adre-s·s-·:·-· ·. 
---- '-
to the ,Inhabitants ·• -. . on the ·slavery of the Negroes in . 
, 
. . 
::·-·---·---·--,--··----~--.. -... -~-------~-- -AmePie-a., :-~'-wr-1-t-t.ea--a:t---.. t-he particular -requ-est of a· worthy -- - -- · . -- .-·· · -- ·· ·· ·---· - -~ 
. ' 
.. 
c ·-·citizen."· In the f:ol·lowing y·ear, again at Ben·ezet'sj. ~-- . · .. ; --
Urging, Rush. ~ent a copy·of the pamphlet to Granville 
40 · ··; ...... 
• 
. Benezet 1 S deat11--1n May 1784 oCC8.El:10-~8d-;\lch sadness. -_ ~-.. -.. -- ... 
. He was dearly l~ved by many people. He bequeathed his 
estate to his wife, the remainder of which. upoh her death 
went to his beloved Negro school. He also willed ~50 to· 
"'-' 
the Society for the Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Held 
41 1~ Bondage to hire lawyers on behalf of black T?eople. e,\ 
/ 
Even after Benezet's death, his influence continued. 
Quakers appealed to the delegates·at the Constitutional 
Convention; and Elias Boudinot, a non-Quaker, defended 
abolition with quotattgns from Anthony Benezet's writings • 
In the 1790 edition of' Observations Upon Negro Slavery, 
Charles Crawford cited the success of Benezet!s .Negro 
• .. i,,., .... ~ --
school, among others, as proof of black~mental capabilities. 
Also in 1790, Joseph Sansom published anonymously the first 
history of the abolition movemeht, A Poetical Epistle to 
- ---- ---- --
4Dorake, 87; Brookes, 87-8; Winthrop D. Jordan, White 
Over Black: American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-1812 (Chapel Hill, N.·C., 1968), 422. 
41Brookes, 107, 167. 
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-·--/_-~- -~~~~- {:::tlie·· Enslaved Af'-ricans; 1ri --wh·ich: he·· pra-ised niany .· Quakers·, 
· ·., . . , . '. . 42 
inQluding Lay, Woolman·, . and· Benezet. ·· 
. ~ . 
. 
. ~ \ 
. . . 
• •• I • ! • 
~-----'-~---· _· · __ _o_ne ... -h_e_t_t_e_r~known~<'.example _o_f. __ B~n_ezet '_s .impacLwas-~th--e_·_----'--------
--
::':ii~:c.o::un,t of Thoma·s __ Clarkson :and his .Latin -ess-ay ~ At 
' 
. . . 
--------~---~--~· .--~~--:~-~~~tt~mbrid_g_e ____ i-n __ : 17~8.5_, __ C larks_on _had_ t__o __ w_I!:tt_e _ -O-n ·--the--sub-J-ec~~-f-~----.. -.--· -
_ .~ . . slavery. . At on.ea point> in bis~. research. p.e. ·saw;. an .,advertise--. , .. ~ .... 
--·-••••••••••••••--•••·•••-•••••------···- ·.·-.. ---- • - ••••------ ,•·-· • -- --• -------- - "•••• • •••• ::.. •••• --- - -·- ••• --- ------- --- ••H•• ••• •••- ------· ·--- -- - •••• • 0 -- • --- -·---- - --- - • -- ••·-••••,•-•••-•-••-••·-•-•·•••••••·-•-•·•••••••••--•••-•••-•••••-•••••--•••••-----
.. ment for· Benezet 's Some Historical Account of Guinea. 
A reading it, he wrote "On the .. 
.. -.. . ~ . 
-----·--:-··--·-·-----~·----~---.. ·----~---~s1ave-cy··at1ci--ct)mmerrce··or --th·e· Human Species,. Particularly·-~-.. ----~-----------.· ---
the. Africans, tt and presented th_e anti-slavery position 
which he maintained during the remainder of his- life. 
the 1839 _edition of History of the Rise, Progress and 
In. 
• • • 
-----
Abolition of the African Slave Trade, Clarkson expressed 
his feeling that this book did more -than any other to 
publicize the evils of the slave ,trade. 43 ··Because df= the 
wide distribution of Bene~et's pamphle~s _and the number 
~~ 
of people with whom the· Quaker school master corresponded·; 
there undoubtedly occurred countless other episodes similar 
to that involving Thomas Clarkson. 
~42Drake, 106-7; Jordan, 446. 
43Brookes, 100-2. 
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fi:",-----.........,__. __ · ___ · ____ W'hf:!n_a. f~iE!ncL sµgge:!_1:rt~d tc> :Arithony B~ti~g:f;l_t_thatJ:i_~ ~ 
. . . 
-----------·--.-· 
. .) have. a- pQrtrait painted, he ···supposedly replied, 11 0h, no,. · · · ··:i-. 
. 
. .., . . . 
• , •j 
• •• 
,.I • . "'.'" •.•. • •. • . C 1 . • . 
__ no !~-.IDY : ..... ugly ____ f_ac e· s ha:l.l . , __ not ,_go, c, .• d o_wn __ t_o _ .p.os. t.e ritY--·-~.'. -. . ...... A.1-------~·----<>..-----·---. .. .. ~·• .-_ ---------------·-·---· --··-. ~ 
though no extant detailed description of Benezet remains, 
~ 
··---··--·--·-·----·--- . .. -~ .. -----~-.. ·--·--····· --------··· . -----·-···--- - - ·-····---c:,-···---·-: ·, --·-.. -------· ------
.,_ 
. ·-·····-···---···---· --·-··-·-~:--~ 
it would appear from occasional comments that he was a 
" 
-----------oth·e-·r ·· -chara·cte ri·si;i·c-s-~-- -- ·· · ·· Ba-ron Cromot- ··· ··du- ···B·ou-rg,,--·- ··at--·th-e·---ttme--·--.-----,.·-_ _, .
of the American Revolution wrote: ~ "He is small, old and 
. 
. 
·ugly, but his countenance_ wears the stamp of a peaceful 
- .. 2 
r 
.. """·',:!•. 
soul and the repose of a good conscience. .. " His seri·ous-
ness a~isdain of frivolity were tempered by his wit 
and sense of humor. Simplicity characterized his taste 
in clothes and food. He was always active because to 
(?" 
him wor~, carefully done, was man's duty _to God and to his 
fellow men. He never became a successful businessman 
because he had no desire to acquire material goods except 
to use them to help others. To him great wealth wa~ evil, 
but he recognized it~ attractiveness to others and com-
-., 
~batted its ~qre by encouraging Christian moderation. In 
a.11 his dealings he was straight-forward but kindhearted, 
unsparing with criticism when necessary but willing 
literally to give the coat off his back to a street beggar. 
1Ma ry S . A 1 len, 11 Anthony Benezet, 11 Quaker Biographies (n.p., 1909), 85-107.· 
2Brookes, 131. 
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·;His p_ersonal and public aspects merged, as· Vaux observes: 
Private -character, .. he does not appear 
to~:;iave had; it is almost impossible 
to.'discover a line, w:hich separated. -_ 
his pu_rsuits, or abstracted his mind, 
0 from the great purpose _for which he 
. '- ·-~~-' "'· 
84 
., 
r· • .-. 
·seems to have· lived, the good of his _. 
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Ii·ls,_ less abstract terms, Benjamin. Rush describe~ him_=- · 
·- .- -. ,-- .1 ... : - • ····-- -~ - -······----·. .. ·• 
.. 
' In one hand he carried a sub·scription 
(;,: 
:'1 
i::.~; 
;} 
,/ 
-~ 
', 
',, 
-~ paper.and a petition; in the other he 
l------,--,----:-----:-:---------:----~r-,,1Y.1, ·1 ed a· smal 1-tramphleton the uri-----a~w------------'-~~---------+-a-r 
fulness of the African Slav~-Trade, and . _ f 
;r~setsi:r upa~~e~~:a u~~a!~~1!!~~ ~f-war.4 - -- . . . . . ~- ·.·. r 
~ I" 
Benezet 's concern for --his fello~ men pervaded his 
' 
" . . 
whole life. Although an ardent. Quaker, he could not limit L 
himself by the exclusiveness of eighteenth-century ~uaker-
0 ism. -He gave aid and comfort to those in need, regardless 
of membership in the Society. Perhaps_his background 
, ..... 
partly explained his concern for the oppressed. Being a 
descendent of Hu~nots and a Quaker, he knew persecution. 
Intolerance had forced his parents to leave their homeland. 
Although conditions in England were somewhat better for 
minority groups, they were still allowed only limited 
~ 
expression of their bel1efs. Marquis de Barbe-Marbois 
quoted Benezet's feelings on toleration: 
1 I ought to be allowed, 1 he says, to 
talk with eagerness about such an 
important subject. It was by the 
intolerants that one of my uncles was 
3vaux, Benezet, 94. Vaux's italics. 
~enjamin Rush, Essa~s, Literary, Moral and Philo-
sophical (Philadelphia, 1 06), 303. 
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~.restrictions, Benez~t-felt that they- should not be ~oqt~nt · · ::, . ' .. 
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witb this. There were.other peoples less fortunate than 
_ Quakers should aid a 
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The· assistance which Bwnezet·gave to the Acadians ) 
. 
. 
·illustrated his will~ngness to serve the community when 
.) . 
called upon. He responded immediately "when asked for 
· his services; and the time, money, and energy which he 
; 
, devoted to the Exiles went far beyond normal_ duty. Their 
suffering was in effect his suffering. By aiding these 
non-Quakers, he certainly extended the Quaker concept of 
. 
charity. When he·encouraged and assisted the Acadians to 
defy the Pennsylvania government, he behaved directly 
contrary to the recently-formulated Quaker policy o.f non-
involvement in politics. He recognized that passivity· 
would not alleviate the Acadians' problems, whereas 
political action might. 
Benezet's work with the Indians is a good example of 
his humanitarianism in an area other than slavery. By his 
active role in the Friendly Association he worked within 
5Brookes, 452-3. 
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the framework or·· the ·s.ocfiety wh-·1le he also -worked independ-
ently, ,doing what~ver.he .felt _necessary •. He thought that . 
. Indians should be educ~ted.and ·given help to improve their 
·, lands apd homes. He made private· .visits to various tr·ibes 
-.,.-- ····-------
-----~--· -· -·---~~~ ·---~---a,ncl_ .w~ot.e __ p:urp_erQµ_s~···ea.s.ays ____ and_ l.e:t~t._e_rs .... which .. he .. ho.ped .. ;wou:td .... ___ :~r--~-----···-·- ----- ~--
. 
. 
. 
benefit· a suffering group.," of· hi_s fel~ow m_en. 
. . ,· 
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After Benezet 's· concern over s lav·ery was aroused, he 
learned all he c·ould about it -thro11gh books on Africa and 
"' 
..lr, 
... 
,· 
_,_ t.hrough tallts w.ith. Neg.roes .aboµt -thei-r- voyages. -Aft-e-F--·· ------~----··------=-·:_ ____________ -
digesting this material he wrote articles and pamphlets. 
' to arouse the public against slavery. Because he wrote, 
-compiled, printed, and reprinted such a vast amount of 
-
. 
anti-slavery material and distributed it widely, the extent 
of his influence becdmes difficult.to trace. In addition, 
he was a prolific correspondent, writing to such people as 
Ueorge Whitefield, John Wesley, Queen Charlotte, Abbe 
Raynal, and_ Granville Sharp. 
In his writings on slavery, Benezet used all the 
general arguments against it, including its unchristian 
and immoral nature, its violation of the best· interests of 
the state, and its contradiction of human"justice and 
" ·/Ji. 'td ·,, 
liberty. He argued that all men are brothers and that 
they should treat each other as they wished to be treated. 
He illustrated his points with frequent quotations, 
especially from the Bible. 
.. 
None of Benezet's writings were particularly cre~tive. 
After setting down his arguments, ideas and examples in a 
.. 
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straightforward manner, he repeated thern, frequently 
. . r . 
verbatim, in subsequent pamphlets. H·e documented his 
·a1-.. 
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. writings w:tth····r·e-ferences to Scripture,· other works .. on the 
. . subject, and _quotations or· comments from various authori··- · 
I·.": ' 
--\ 
, I •,. • •• J •• ., 
;,.....,,., . 
----;·-~~-·--··-. -.-·--------~~,.-------------ti.ea .· -- ·Benez-et_•_s rtlain ____ c:onc .. erri- wa·s- -to·· p-re·s"ent -his --- arguments ·-------·---.- '. ·--. -··---ir ·-
".., 
-----·----.-·-.·-------- · _· .~-- · -______ .. --· --a-s------01-e~·Fl.y---·anE;l····-f·o-ree--f-ul-l-y-----a~----pos·s-i-b-l-e-~--- ·----···Wh-en·-·-he·----r-ound--a------------------c_-. ·· ~--~~---····----;----··-...:... 
----··i .... , 
suitab-le piece written .. by someone else, he reprinted it_, 
usually adding some· prefato.ry remarks .. He_'<listribu~ed : ,. 
," 
··- ... ~ ... ., -·---· ...... ···- ~ .. •,= . 
. ~ 
this material as widely as possible,_ particularly to 
people of infltience who might advance the c~use •. 
\ 
-- ···-····--- Benezet wa_s-· a praetic-al man who----u-ndePstood the :real-1--
ties of life but would not compromise his beliefs. . Business 
.. 
success and fame only distracted a Christian from a godly 
life. . Whereas most people .. went along unaware of injustices 
which daily occurred around them or, if aware of them, did 
nothing more than think or talk about them, Benezet not 
' 
only thought and talked but also acted. ··-,Profession of 
faith and practice never contradicted one another in 
Benezet•s life. He did not champion Negro rights or~ 
Indian rights, but rather human rights. Any injustice to 
any fellow human being hurt him as deeply as the person 
directly affected. 
Because Benezet's humanitarianism was all-encompassing, 
he found Quaker "charity" too restrictive. He saw that 
Quaker belief in the Inner Light and the brotherhood of 
men had wider application than mid-eighteenth century 
\~ 
... 
[. . . >. 
·~ 
..,.., ··'·""·~· . ' . 
_suakers gave them. He also recognized "·the · colo·n.ists' 
. - . . A 
attitude toward those less· fortu.n~te than themselves as 
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·a:n American parauox: 1ie ream . o compass on anu v11e 
·nightma~e of hate. Benezet hoped lov~; justic~, peace·,: 
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Quakers. London, 1783; Philadelphia, 1784. 
A Collection of Re1·1gious Tracts •..• Philadelphia, 
-
1773. 
' 
~tract of the Memorial to the King of Great Britain (King 
George II) in Behalf of the Acadians. Philadelphia, 
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